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Welcome To Write Away Magazine

A big thank you from me goes out to all the ISSA members who 
have submitted songs this month.  I urge you all to follow the 

links on their posts and check them all out, they are bringing us 
some fantastic music from around the world.

Another thank you to all my faithful regular writers for their 
dedication to providing quality articles month after month.  
I really appreciate each one of you.  This includes Music For 

World Peace Records whom I support, and I ask you all to check 
them out too.  Some amazing songs coming from them.

I’ve srecently started up my own Facebook group 
Lyric Writing Skills - Write Away

If youd like to find inspiration to write more lyrics, then please 
join us.  Myself and Daryn Wright are there as often as time 

allows to bring you some great writing exercises and discussions 
to help keep you on your toes.  There are already some fantastic 

writers in the group, so if you are seeking some assistance to 
improve your lyric writing please do join us.

And last but not least a special mention to our Rachel Walker 
Mason (Ask The Judge) for providing  with a fantastic account of 

her many achievments to date in this issue.  Proud to have you 
here Rachel, You Rock!

Be prepared for next months issue with some brilliant 
talent from the UK - ‘The Geordie Invasion’ will be upon us.

Take care, & stay safe, Jane 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/425157768715963
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Your First SongsYour First Songs
It’s a puzzle… if you can play songs, how do you write 

them?  You’ve got a guitar and you can play some songs. 
You’ve listened to popular songs your whole life. So why 
do the voices in your head sound like:

How do I write a song?
What should I write about?
What do I say?
How do I hear the song?
How do I sing a song that hasn’t been heard before?
Where do the notes come from?
What chords do I play in the song?
Do I even have anything important to say?
How do I write it down?
Why is it so hard to write it down?
Do I have to write it down?
What’s the best way to write a song?

I thought songwriting tips would help!
YouTube is an endless buzz… 
What do I watch?
Who do I listen to?
Why does this advice contradict that advice?

Am I feeling Google overload?
Why am I asking the same questions again and again?
Why can’t I find the answers to my questions?
Why can’t I figure out the right questions?
Didn’t I already Google this?
Can you google “what’s the best songwriting 
question?”
Why can’t anybody explain this songwriting thing so I 
understand it?

I thought songwriting would be easy!

How do I find the right words?
How do I hear the song?
Where do the notes come from?
How do I find the right sounds?
How do I find my voice and tell my stories?
Why is this so complicated? 

Am I writing the right way?
Should I start with the words or the music?
Is it okay if I pick these words?
Is this the best chord?
What if I sing it wrong?
Does this sound right?
Why can’t I hear the song yet?
What if I do it the wrong way?
What’s this song about?

I think I hear something!
Does this chord sound good?
Is this a cool groove?
Can I mumble some words and find a verse?
How do I sing the lyrics?
Does it sound good when I sing it like this?
Can I use a chord progression from a song I know?
Is that stealing?
How do I change it so it sounds like me?
What if it sounds like someone else’s song?
Is this the right vibe?
Does it sound right when I play it this way?
Can I fix this groove and make it sound better?
Do these chords sound right?
What should the title be?

I wrote a line!
Now what do I do?
What do I rhyme it with?
Why do my rhymes seem so bad?

http://epicsongwriting.com
http://epicsongwriting.com
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Trevor Dimoff

What else do I write about?
Why don’t my lyrics make any sense?
Why can’t I sing my lyrics right?
Does this riff sound good?
What do I do with this riff I like?
How should I sing this line?

I found the chorus!
How do I write this all down?
What else do I write about?
What should the verse be about?
Where did I put my pen?
Is there an app for this?
How can I write down the lyrics fast enough?
Where do the ideas go when I try to write them down?
Why does it sound better in my head than when I write it 
down?
Why is it so hard to hear what I want?
Why can’t I hear it better?
Why is it so hard to write this stuff down?
Why does it feel like I’m going in circles?

I wrote a verse!
Is this verse any good?
What do I write for the second verse?
How do I connect my verse to the chorus?
How do I finish this song?
What’s a bridge?
What else do I need to write?
Will I ever finish this song?

How do I play it?
Does it sound good this way?
Do these chords make sense?
Do I really have to find more chords for the next song 
section?
Do I need a bridge?
Why is this so complicated?
Am I playing it right?
How do I know if I’m playing it right?
Why does that sound wrong?
Does this sound right?

Is it done yet?
Does this sound good?
Did I write it right?
Am I doing this the wrong way?
Is my song finished?

I think it’s good!
I think I love it…

Want to hear my song?

Writing your first song is a maze of confusing thoughts 

and conflicting emotions. It’s a process to finish writing a 
song, from inspiration to a 
performance. 

Your first song isn’t the hardest, it’s just the first...

Songwriters used to have to figure it out entirely on their 
own. You have the advantage of resources like Write Away, 
online resources and songwriting courses to help you 
develop your songwriting craft. 

You can get help to climb up the learning curve. Take 
advantage of every opportunity to learn more about 
songwriting and get experience by writing songs.
Finish the song even if it’s not “good enough”... 
practice finishing your songs.

Every song is an experiment, some experiments turn out 
better than others.

Songwriting is a process… focus on your process, not 
your results.

Feed your songwriting process by learning songs, learning 
about songwriting and practicing your songwriting craft.

Trevor Dimoff is a songwriter and songwriting 
teacher at epicsongwriting.com. 

Enter your email address to learn How to Write a Song 
Chorus, with a quick start guide to writing the lyrics,
melody and music to a song chorus… 

Or click epicsongwriting online courses for songwriting 
training to flatten your learning curve.

http://epicsongwriting.com
http://bit.ly/epicsongwriting-courses
http://epicsongwriting.com


DARDARYYN N WWRIGHTRIGHT
‘I’M CERTIFIABLE’

You may order any of the images pictured above for only $10 for 8 x 10’s 
or $20 for full size 16 x 20’s.

You may also purchase Daryn’s album ‘I’m Certifiable’ for only $15 plus 
shipping and handling costs.  Please Google shipping and handling costs 

or request a quote from Daryn at:

Daryn Wright’s Financial Manager
Wayne Henderson Jr.

PO Box 306
Whitney TX 76692

You can listen to Daryn’s music, including tracks from ‘I’m Certifiable’ at: 
www.reverbnation.com/darynwright and also www.darynwright.com

http://www.reverbnation.com/darynwright
http://www.darynwright.com
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Daryn Wright

LYRIC EVALUATION SERIES – 6 of 50
By Daryn Wright

Hello readers.  We are in a series of questions that 
help us to evaluate our lyric creations. 

After you complete a set of lyrics, you should go through 
a check list, and determine the overall score for your 
lyrics.  There are fifty questions you should be asking 
yourself during this evaluation stage, and scoring each 
answer from zero to two.  A perfect score is 100.  A 
desired score is 80 and above.  A score less than 80 means 
you need to score better on other areas of your song to 
compensate for the lack of good lyrics, or refine and 
rewrite the lyrics you have.

The first set of five questions involved the THEME.  

The second set of seven questions will involve the form of 
your lyrics.  Keep in mind music does not need to follow 
any set pattern or rules, however, if it fits in a genre or 
sub-genre, that genre or sub-genre will dictate what rules 
the songs will need to follow to be considered a part of 
that group.

Our new question for this month asks us if the first line 
of your lyric original and catchy.

It may be easy for you to conclude it is original and 
catchy, simply because it is your creation, but that is not 
the best way to approach this question.  Your target 
audience needs to feel your first line is original and 
catchy, enough so that they are intrigued enough to listen 
to the next line in order to find out more about the first 
line. 

I am providing a few first lines on songs I have written as 
an example of what to look for.

“No more whiskey in my dixie cup”.  This line makes 
people want to know why the person is drinking, why the 
dixie cup is used instead of a glass, and what has led to 
this situation to begin with.

“His wounded hands don’t have time to heal”.  This line 
makes you want to know what is happening to his hands, 
though likely most would guess it is from working hard, 
it does leave the question in your mind as to what kind of 
work is causing this kind of damage to his hands.
 
“It fell out of his pocket onto that old pine wood floor”.  

What fell?  Was it money?  What was it?  Whose pocket 
did if fall out of?

One thing you should notice on each of my examples is 
the first line starts to paint a vivid picture of a scene that 
is expected to unfold in the next few lines.  It is loaded in 
imagery, and is far from being cliché.
 
You should obtain an unbiased opinion of your first line 
to be sure you know how well your first line opens the 
lyrics.  Ask a random person to comment on its originali-
ty.  Ask them if the line makes them want to hear more.
 
When you evaluate your fist line, if it has no imagery 
words, and is considered cliché, you score a zero.  If your 
audience does not appear to be interested after the first 
line, you will score a zero.
 
If your audience is somewhat interested in hearing the 
next line, even if they are not very excited, score a one.  
If your audience thinks the first line is alright, okay, or 
decent, again that is a score of one.
 
If the first line gets your audience excited, intrigued, 
interested, and makes them want to know more or hear 
more, that is a score of two.
 
Whatever your evaluation, keep track of the scores and 
continue evaluating with all 50 questions before rewriting 
your lyric.  This is a great way to see your strong points 
and your weak points, allowing you to focus on what you 
need to improve on in the future, whether it is in rewrit-
ing lyrics or writing new ones.

Use your own good judgement when scoring.  Being 
honest with yourself will help you find your strong points 
and your weak points.You have 44 more questions to go.  
I will see you next month for question 7.

Happy evaluating, and Happy Saint Patrick’s Day.

Be sure to check out my latest song release titled What A 
Bridge We’ve Built, debuting and climbing the charts this 
month, and can be found on my website.

Written by Daryn Wright
www.darynwright.com
www.reverbnation.com/darynwright

http://www.darynwright.com
http://www.reverbnation.com/darynwright
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I joined a Virtual open mic Zoom call with some 
musicians recently where each of us either played 

one of our songs or talked about lyrics we had     
written. One of the other guys commented that I 
write a lot of lyrics about war, and it got me thinking 
about why.

Good writing thrives on dramatic tension
Whether we’re talking about film scripts, novels, 
poetry or lyrics, they tend to be more interesting if 
the subject matter involves some dramatic tension. 
The audience or listener gets drawn in by the
 predicament faced by the protagonist(s) and become 
emotionally invested in seeing how the story plays 
out. 

War or situations involving conflict come ready 
packaged with inherent tension, so are very fertile 
territory for writers. 

Rich historical source for stories
I love songs that tell stories. The challenge for 
songwriters and lyricists however is how to unearth 
stories that are interesting and original. Every indi-
vidual who has lived through a time of war or con-
flict has their own story. I’m not just talking about 
the stories of soldiers. There are the stories of kids 
who were sent to the countryside to be kept safe as 
cities were bombed. The stories of doctors and nurses 
who valiantly worked to keep people alive.

Some of the conflicts that we might choose to write 
about were experienced by people we knew. For 
example, my grandfather was a doctor during the 
Second World War. I haven’t yet succeeded in writing 
lyrics about his story but the raw material is swirling 
around in my head.

The age-long appeal of Good vs Evil
People have a persistent interest in stories that reflect 
on the battle between Good vs Evil. Songs about 
war and conflict provide an inherent opportunity 
to reflect on this moral divide. I’m not necessarily 
talking about one side being good and the other evil. 
We all know that is often far too simplistic a view. But 
within their own personal war situation, an 

individual may be faced with choices that involve 
either doing what is right or doing something they 
will live to regret. It can be very powerful to write 
about.

Growing up with conflict
My immediate response to the question of why I 
write a lot of war lyrics was that it may have been 
influenced by the fact that I grew up in Northern 
Ireland during the 1970s and 80s. It was a period 
punctuated by horrible acts of terrorism but probably 
more insidious was the division that it engendered 
(the culture of them and us), and the threat of future 
acts of violence. 

Whether that has powered by ongoing interest in 
writing about war and conflict is something that 
I’m not sure of. Maybe I would always have had that 
interest, especially as, more generally, I like reading 
about historical events. But I don’t think you need 
to have lived through a war to write compelling war 
lyrics. We just need to have an interest, and have 
empathy towards the people (whether real or fiction-
al) that we are writing about.

Bodies Go Splash!
The war-related lyric that I recited at the virtual open 
mic session is called Bodies Go Splash! How it came 
about is illustrative of how ideas for lyrics and songs 
often come when we’re not actively thinking about 
that creative process. I was sat parked in a super  
market car park and a thought had sprung into my 
head about an old guy that I had gone fishing with 
when I was seventeen. I’d joined a sea angling club 
and all of the other members were much older than 
me. The oldest was this nice old guy who had served 
in the Second World War.

I recall that he occasionally mentioned anecdotes 
from his time in the war but they were about good 
times shared with his buddies rather than the
 fighting. At that late stage in his life though, his main 
passion was digging worms and then going out I the 
boat to try to catch some cod for his supper.

I juxtaposed an image of his on one beach digging 

Writing About War And Conflict
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worms with an image of a younger him stepping 
out of a boat onto a beach as part of the Normandy 
Landings fighting. I’m not actually sure if he was 
involved in the Normandy Landings part of the war 
but I felt it made for an interesting contrast. The line 
‘Shovel’s in the present / Head’s in the past’ was the 
key line and the rest of the lyrics took shape from 
there. What’s quite nice about the lyric is that the pier 
in Bangor, Northern Ireland, where our angling boat 
sailed from has since been re-named as The 
Eisenhower Pier. This is a reference to General 
Eisenhower having given an address to troops before 
Allied ships set off from Bangor to take part in the 
D Day landings. The pier was re-named in 2005 in a 
ceremony attended by General Eisenhower’s
 granddaughter. 

Bodies Go Splash

(Chorus)
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash

(Verse 1)
Now, I’m digging worms on a Bangor beach

Trying not to see the blood at my feet
Shovel’s in the present

Head’s in the past
Normandy Landing

Bodies go splash

(Chorus)
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash

(Verse 2)
Gone to go fishing to catch some cod

I’m an old man now, can almost see God
The water is heaving

Skipper calls out
No luck here, boys
Pull your rods out

(Verse 3)
Sitting on the floorboards, barely nineteen

Insignificant cog in the war machine
The water is heaving

Skipper calls out
No luck here, boys

Time to jump out
(Chorus)

Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash

(Bridge)
I got by on good luck
And steel on my head,
While all around me

The fish were well fed.
The ocean roiled like a mackerel run

Bullets chasing the sprat
Rat-a-tat-tat

As they leapt from the mouth of an MG-08 gun

(Chorus)
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash
Bodies go splash

Those damn bodies always go splash

Follow this link to listen...

Written by Simon Wright
(September 2020)

Simon is an Irish lyric writer who lives in Scotland. 
He collaborates with musicians across the world 
to turn his lyrics into songs. Check out his website 
www.LyricSlinger.com and follow him 
@TheLyricSlinger on Twitter, and on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/TheLyricSlinger/

https://www.kompoz.com/music/collaboration/1093150
http://www.LyricSlinger.com
http://@TheLyricSlinger
https://www.facebook.com/TheLyricSlinger/


“Way more understanding of how to bring out a great performance…”

I’m a singer songwriter who records my own songs at home. After 
doing this course, I have way more understanding of how to bring out  
a great performance in the studio. Highly recommended.

“Gave me the answers I was looking for…”

Singing live is sometimes demanding especially with the act we have.  
I needed to learn how to have more power in my voice without straining.  
This course gave me the answers I was looking for and I’m singing better 
than ever now.

“The best money I have spent on my voice all year…”

I love singing operatic metal but every time I tried, it sounded tight and not 
powerful. After going through this course, I discovered all the things that 
were missing in my voice to create the sound I was looking for. It’s the best 
money i have spent on my voice all yearGet started  

today! www.vocalprocourses.com.au

LEARN TO 
SING ONLINE

 ✓ Self-paced course

 ✓ Get all sessions at once  
Great to binge during lockdown!

 ✓ Lifetime access

 ✓ 7 Day refund guarantee 
No questions asked

GET STARTED TODAY!

$97USD

Buy Now. Binge Now!  

Beat the lockdown blues 

www.vocalprocourses.com.au
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Paul Sykes

http://www,vocalprocourses.com.au
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Why?
Looking out of my window at a world that cries with grief

Mothers Fathers, children shuffle by
Mouths are covered, eyes are blinded, do they grimace underneath?

All this madness forced upon us I wonder why?

For the sun’s still shining through the cloudless sky above
And from somewhere deep inside I see the world I love

All the songbirds flying they still whistle in the trees
Yet my world’s been brought so swiftly to its knees

And I wonder why?

Taking steps on the pavement keeping distance between us
Hands in pockets, don’t touch passers by

Grass looks greener, spring is springing, bright fresh colours shine so lush
Yet still inside me something makes me wonder why?

For the sun’s still shining through the cloudless sky above
And from somewhere deep inside I see the world I love

All the songbirds flying they still whistle in the trees
Yet my worlds been brought so swiftly to its knees

And I wonder why?

This crazy world we live in’s been turned inside out
Mother nature’s had her fill of us no doubt

So we close our doors and windows as we watch life pass us by
Fragile like the wings of a butterfly

For the suns still shining through the cloudless sky above
And from somewhere deep inside I see the world I love

All the songbirds flying they still whistle in the trees
Yet my world’s been brought so swiftly to its knees

And I wonder why?

This is one of my recent 10 minute writes.  No music to it at present, it’s
written about the current Covid epidemic directly from the image .If anyone 
is interested in making this into a song, please feel free to contact me. 

jane@writeawaymag.co.uk 

http://jane@writeawaymag.co.uk 
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The Right Thing 
The Wrong Way 

I want to feel love’s fire 
But hate when I get burned

By a heart that has no warmth
Did I take a wrong turn 

Been reaching for the right 
thing 

the wrong way
Been reaching for the right 

thing 
the wrong way

I need my life to be safe
But there’s no reason I should 

hide 
Fear is no way to survive 

It’s better to feel alive 

I did the best I could 
I won’t regret the past 
I can’t know till I learn 

Now I see the path 

I can always make the choice
To have the life I should 

And don’t go through the bad
Go straight to what is good

Follow this link to listen....

One of the main lessons I’ve learned in my 
life is how even when I do something I 

later regret, I usually was going for something 
positive (safety, connection, love) but was do-
ing so in an unskilled way

HappyRon’s music has been described as “Mr. 
Rogers Meets South Park.”  He has performed 
2600 times in person and is now on a zoom 
tour where he has played 400 shows.

At the age of 48 he finally healed a lifelong 
disabilities that have prevented him from fully 
pursuing music and is excited to finally bring 
his music to the world.  

Firstly he is on the autistic spectrum that has 
always made communication difficult and 
music has helped him heal and move forward 
in life. 

Secondly, he was born without a left hip socket 
which brought tension and pain throughout 
his body.  After having surgery he found that 
was able to create music much easier and has 
become obsessed with teaching people that 
anyone can make music.

He is most well known for fun sing-along 
songs like “Terribly Happy” and “If You’re 
Bored In San Diego (IT’S YOUR FAULT) as 
well as songs in many other styles.  He has 
been described as a cross between “punk rock 
and punk folk.”  

His music is influenced by, among others, Rin-
go Starr, Mr. Rogers, South Park,  and Leonard 
Cohen.  

He is now an inspirational speaker with mu-
sic sharing the value of positive thought and 
action to businesses and schools.

www.happyron.com

www.facebook.com/happyronmusic

https://soundcloud.com/happyron10/the-right-thing-the-wrong-way
http://www.happyron.com
http://www.facebook.com/happyronmusic
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Happy Ron Hill

The Happy Man has lived in San Diego all his life and 
his hope is to die in San Diego.  He never sang a note 
until he was thirty and didn’t get “seriously” into music 
until he was forty.  He was played more than 2700 
shows since then bringing to the stage his unique com-
bination of fun sing-along songs with heartfelt softer 
songs.   

To celebrate his 44rth birthday he released his first 
real album, backed by no less than twenty-two people, 
including some of the best musicians and singers in San 
Diego.  Also featured is Paul Litteral on Trumpet, who 
played on the B-52s “Love Shack” and James Brown’s 
“Living In America.  The album Produced by local mu-
sic guru Sven-Erik Seaholm.  The critically acclaimed 
album was nominated for a San Diego Music Award 

and was described by The San Diego Troubadour as 
“Masterpiece… anyone who listens will be amazed at 
the depth of Happy Ron Hill’s songwriting.”

 HappyRon was born without a socket in his left hip 
and that contributed to music being very difficult 
for him.  After having surgery his life and his music 
changed.  He is now in what he calls “HappyRon finally 
unleashed” mode and is finally able to create his music 
in full force.

 HappyRon has played with a thousand musicians, his 
current band is The Good Hearted People, featuring 
Stand Up Bass Player Paul Tillery and Andy Gallagher 
from Trains Across The Sea on keys and Rob Garbo 
from Sweettooth on drums.
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Today, the first review of my new album “You 
Can’t Fall Off the Floor” rolled in.   It was      

extremely positive  (You can see it at  https://
wildcatohalloran.com/press-reviews), and the 
writer took the time to quote….and comment on, 
a bunch of my lyrics.   A wave of panic swept over 
me as I realized that, in a couple of cases, they 
had zoomed in on lyrics that I was least confi-
dent about, that had, in some cases,         narrowly 
avoided ending up on the cutting room floor!  It 
was the pandemic, arguably the end of the world, 
so I probably thought “what the hell”, roll ‘em out 
there!   Heck, they rhyme.   And they convey the 
meaning I intended…….pretty much.   It was the 
pandemic…...quite a challenge to get a new record 
out there at all!    

While I actually love the album, and am thrilled 
with the review…..I realized that I was dangerously 
close to repeating a classic mistake….one that I’m 
sad to say I have made numerous times before.    
The harsh truth is this:   When making any kind of 
art, if it isn’t finished, it isn’t polished, it isn’t god-
damned bulletproof….why on earth are you rolling 
it out there?    “What the hell” is like “Hold My 
Beer”....something you say just before making a bad 
mistake.    

The traditional advice is: pretend the audience 
judging your work is composed of your worst 
enemies…..good luck releasing anything, if you 
hold that thought too close.    The new days advice 
often runs counter to that:   The stuff that REALLY 
reaches an audience at their core is the nitty gritty, 
dirty, deep-down stuff…..the stuff that’s NOT 
beautiful, not polished.   Again, good luck, if you 
swallow that story whole.   The truth, as it often is, 
is somewhere in between.    Time for a real-life ex-
ample or two, which will possibly illustrate where 
the fine line is…...or at worst provide some comic 
relief. Years ago, after noticing that some of my 
favorite artists tended to end their albums with a 
“tag”.....like a short, very 

different throw-away kiss goodbye….(as an 
extreme example: “Her Majesty’s a pretty nice girl, 

but she doesn’t have a lot to say” that little snippet 
at the end of Abbey Road).   Well, I decided that it 
would be hilarious to rope in one of our area’s most 
hard core country singers to end the album 
singing a duet with me, loosely based on Donny 
and Marie Osmond’s tv show silliness  (“You’re a 
little bit country…….and YOU’RE a little bit rock 
and roll!)   I thought this was hysterical, and my 
area friends who had seen the two of us bashing 
our way through the local club scene, each in our 
own, very contrasting style would, I thought, also 
find it so.   

I loaded up the album with my most intense, 
visceral deep blues, and, failing to think ahead, 
sent copies out to radio.   The album was a modest 
success, and made enough noise that a few stations 
that had always been cool to me in the past, felt 
like giving it a whirl.   Giddy with anticipation, I 
opened the playlist (then sent by mail, on 
something called “paper”) from a prestigious radio 
show heretofore unachievable, and learned….you 
guessed it….they had played “A Little Bit Coun-
try”....and I would never be hearing from them 
again.   

BULLETPROOF

https://wildcatohalloran.com/press-reviews
https://wildcatohalloran.com/press-reviews
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I’ll never know if they picked that track at ran-
dom, or just scrolled down to the last track, 
or passive-aggressively just said “There….
that’ll keep people from ever requesting this 
clown again”   The point is, I had given them 
the OPPORTUNITY to make that mistake…..
or choice...still not sure which.  That’s when I 
remembered that I had also just sent the music 
to one of my longtime mentors, a giant in the 
Blues world, a record company president who 
will remain nameless...while polite, his response 
was equally painful….he provided me with a 
detailed and well thought out analysis of all the 
other tracks…..and next to that one, put 3 dots 
and a question mark.   The text shortcut “WTF”  
hadn’t been invented yet, but he was clearly 
thinking of inventing it.

I had another instance where I had a pretty 
stellar horn section booked for the session, and 
got the bright idea to write a silly song about the 
UMASS girls and their clothing choices...most-
ly so I could have the horn section insert the 

bridge from James Brown’s “Hot Pants”, which, 
again, I thought hilarious (again, I may have 
been 
drinking).   Friends desperately attempted to 
steer me away from this disaster, but I interpret-
ed that as some kind of misplaced feminism, 
and plowed ahead.   The song was universally 
panned, an embarrassment ( I have omitted the 
title so you won’t be likely to Google).   But what 
was even worse, at least to me--- NO one, not 
one single solitary soul...not even the session 
players,,,,has ever said “Hey, I recognize that 
James Brown riff!” or “ Oh, I get it! Great joke!”

Moral of these sad stories?   As the literary types 
say, “Write drunk, but EDIT sober!!”   If you 
are going to use something to shut up the little 
doubting voices, go back over the finished 
product with a fine tooth comb….NOT under 
the influence of ego, or anything else….It’s gotta 
be BULLETPROOF…..before they see it...

www.wildcatohalloran.com

http://www.wildcatohalloran.com
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1.  The rhythm of your melody and the rhythm of your 
lyrics should match.

Rhythm has *strong and week beats. So do words. When 
you speak to someone, you use conventional stresses–
found in the dictionary–to communicate your ideas as 
efficiently as possible. If you spoke with the ac-CENT 
on the wrong syl-LA-ble, people would have a hard time 
understanding you. Yet this happens over and over again 
in lyric writing. Match your stresses and your listeners will 
get what you mean.

2. Show, don’t tell.

Compare “I was nervous” with “My palms were sweaty” 
and you’ll get the picture. The first example is about the 
experience while the second example is from the 
experience. The easiest way to do this is to stimulate 
your listener’s senses by using sense-bound language. 
Write from the 5 senses and you’ll find interesting details 
that will keep your listeners captivated and emotionally 
involved.

3. Use prosody. Support your meaning with your lyrics.

How you put your lyric together should support what you 
have to say. You can create prosody with:

Form:  Organize your song functions into effective song 
forms, e.g. verse/chorus, AABA, and verse/prechorus/
chorus, etc.

Musical Stress:  Put words in relation to each other 
according to its relative stress in the bar and its relation to 
surrounding notes. Put the most important word in the 
most important stress, beat 1 of bar 1.

Line Length and Number of Lines:  You can balance or 
unbalance a section accordance to its meaning by having 
an even (balanced, stable) or odd (unbalanced, unstable) 
number of lines. You can also match line lengths perfectly 
(balanced, stable) or match lines imperfectly (unbalanced, 
unstable).

Rhyme:  Perfect rhyme and Family rhyme will support a 
stable or resolved meaning. The more remote rhyme types 
(assonance rhyme, consonance rhyme, etc.) will support 
an unstable or unresolved meaning.

4. Create contrasting sections.

Lyrically, your line length is one of the most effective tools 
to create contrast. Create contrasting sections using one or 
more structural elements, i.e. contrasting ideas, number of 
lines, rhyme schemes, etc. Ask yourself, “What have I got? 
What’s different than that?”

5. Consider when to balance and unbalance your lyric.

The main point of balancing and unbalancing is, again, 
prosody: supporting your meaning with your strutures. 
Do you need stability or instability to support your 
meaning? Combine all four structural elements–number 
of lines, line length, line rhythm, and rhyme scheme–to 
balance and unbalance sections.

6. Use fresh metaphor.

To see one thing as though it is something else is your 
unique ability. To make sure your metaphors aren’t cliche, 
use the “duh” method. You start with your first object, 
cake. Think of the most obvious characteristic of the 
object, as in the cake is round. These are called the “duh” 
descriptions. Now take the “duh” description and think 
of something else that has that quality or characteristic. 
The cake is round…duh…what else is round? The moon. 
Now think of a “duh” characteristic of the second object, 
the moon glows, the moon is distant. Now plug those 
new traits into the original, the cake glowed like a distant 
moon. Now that’s original.

7. Develop your verses.

Develop your song idea from verse to verse making sure 
the chorus gains meaning and interest each time it is 
repeated. Give your final verse a “pay off ” that rewards 
your listener for their attention. Think of how you tell 
stories to your friends. Usually, the point of the entire 
story comes at the very end. Where you begin your story 
and how much you share depends on what material is 
relevant to the understanding of the song’s climax.

8. Control the song’s point of view and verb tense.

Discuss a song’s story-line from the singer’s point of view. 
This solves a lot of problems: verb tense, setting, point of 
view, gender, etc. Write from the perspective of the singer 
of the song.

Lyric Writing Insights
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9. Use fresh rhymes.

Rhymes occur at the ends of lines. These positions are 
natural spotlights. Since your listener has time to 
consider what you just said before the next line begins, 
make it worthy of the spotlight. Avoid cliche rhymes and 
boring rhyme schemes. Learn how to find fresh rhymes 
that stick in the mind of the listener and that help you say 
what you mean in a unique way.

10. Spotlight important ideas.

Certain positions in a song spotlight important ideas. 
These power positions get special attention:

Opening lines
Balancing lines

Unbalancing positions

When you have something important to say, these tech-
niques can help emphasize the point:

Shorten lines to spotlight important ideas
Lengthen lines to spotlight important ideas
Put your important ideas in opening lines, 
balancing lines and unbalancing positions

And use power words (action verbs, sensual 
adjectives, unique words, etc.) in your power 
positions.

Rules are definitely meant to be broken. But please learn 
the rules first

Stories 
Can I tell you of a man I used to know
Who lived in a house down our road
And I would see him, now and then

He would never say hello to those he’d meet
He would never hear the gossip 

in the street about him
He had no friends

But oh If you only knew the story
Of all the things and places he had seen
And how he could never tell his story

Of a solier long ago
Now living in a world of broken dreams

.
Can I tell you of a woman in the city park
Who would only ever come out after dark

And you could meet her for a dime
She would smoke a rolled up cigarette

There was the smell of whisky on her breath
You couldn’t keep her, she had no time

But oh, if you only knew her story
Of how she’d break your heart 

and make you scream
And how she would love to tell her story

About a pretty girl
That’s living in a world of broken dreams

.
Can I tell you of a place where people go

Where no one gives a damn and life is slow
They have no answers, they’re at the end

They can only tell a story of defeat, 
Of how the grime of the city streets

Would finally drive them round the bend

But oh, if you only knew their story
Of how they walked the line 
and all the things they’d seen

And how there will always be a story
Of how the life they know

Is living in a world of broken dreams

Follow this link to listen....

Original Song By
Paul Michael

https://soundcloud.com/paul-george-249893829/stories
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When asked why people like the music 
they do, they often give reasons as 

to how the music makes them feel – maybe 
happy, reflective or nostalgic. Scientists have 
found up to 13 different categories of emo-
tions that can be produced from listening to 
music (Economic Times, Jan 2020).  But 
what is it about music that causes these 
emotional reactions, and what is actually 
happening inside our brains for us to feel 
it? In short, this answer is very hard to pin 
down! Because there are so many nuanced 
aspects of music that may be the match 
that lights the emotional candle in us when 
we listen to music. However, this has also 
meant that it is a topic that scientists have 
explored with a lot of interest in recent 
years with the development of music psy-
chology.

Scientists have found certain properties of 
music that relate to how effectively it can 

provoke emotions. By studying the 
discography of Now that’s what I call 
music!, Wenninger et al (2013) found a 
positive correlation between tempo and 
emotional arousal, meaning the faster the 
tempo, the more the song makes you feel.

There was also a relationship reported 
between loudness and arousal, however, 

there was not enough of a trend to 
determine whether or not these changes in 
emotion were positive or negative (known 
as the valence). They also found that 
characteristics of melody and timing as well 
as harmonic structure convey a composer’s 
intentions and cancause strong emotional 
moods in people. 

Beyond the basic acoustics of the sounds, 
structural properties of music can 

influence the way we feel about it.At the 
most basic, unconscious level of hearing,          
unexpected changes in sound properties 
like loudness, tempo and pitch can  sig-
nal to our conscious brain that we are in           
danger and cause us to feel fearful. This 
human instinct can be activated while lis-
tening to music too, when our expectations 
about what happens next are not fulfilled, 
such as through unexpected harmonies or a 
delayed cadence (Juslin et al, 2010). While 
these may not lead you to outwardly think 
you’re in danger, they may still lead to a                      
physiological fear response like increased 
heart rate or skin conductance response (a 
bit like  sweating).

Expectations are a central pillar to 
how musical emotions are induced.           

Humans are creatures of habit, so just as 
an unexpected noise can create feelings of 
unease, when our predictions about music 
are correct, it makes us feel good (Tillman, 
2014).Feeling positive emotions when 
listening to music has been shown to be 

Music On The Mind  -  Feel It In Your BonesMusic On The Mind  -  Feel It In Your Bones
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linked to the reward system in the brain. 
An area of the brain that sits deep inside the 
basal ganglia called the Nucleus Accum-
bens has been shown to be associated with 
reward across many different areas of life 
such as sex, gambling, food and drugs. This 
is because it is really affected by the neuro-
transmitter Dopamine, which is responsible 
for these feelings.

This same part of the brain has been 
shown to influence people’s ability 

to feel pleasure frommusic. In one study,    
people were given a drug that enhanced the 
effect of dopamine, one that stopped it from 
working or a placebo that had no effect. The 
researchers found that the drug each person 
received significantly altered the  partici-
pants’ ability to feel pleasure from listening 
to music. So, listening to music you love 
releases more dopamine in the brain and 
make you feel good (Ferreri et al, 2019).

This has great implications for using 
music therapeutically. Listening to fa-

miliar music has been found to have mood 
stabilising effects in people with depression 
(Lepping et al, 2016). Music also has pro-
found effects 

on the wellbeing of people who suffer from 
degenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s 
and other forms of dementia. Both formal 
music therapies and caregiver-implement-
ed musical activities have shown to reduce 
emotional and behavioural disturbances in 
people with dementia (Särkämö et al, 2012). 
Singing specifically has also been shown 
to improve behaviour, mood and cognitive 
function in such patients. 

So, next time you’re down and decide to 
stick on your favourite song to cheer 

yourself up, now you’ll have a small insight 
into how it actually works!

Next time: Synaesthesia in music – Hearing 
in colour.

Music On The Mind  -  Feel It In Your BonesMusic On The Mind  -  Feel It In Your Bones
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  ‘Ask The Judge’‘Ask The Judge’
Rachel MasonRachel Mason

Rachel Mason is a multi-award-winning British 
songwriter writing for Grammy nominees, Billboard 
Top 100 artists and many others. Rachel is also an 
internationally renowned music judge, Woman Of 
The Year 2020 and the winner of Album of the Year 
2020 for Whisper. For the past 10 years Rachel has 
judged over 20 music competitions including The 
UK Songwriting Contest, The Intercontinental 
Music Awards and Sky Television’s National 
Television Award-nominated show Sing: Ultimate 
A Cappella.

In this popular column Rachel answers all your 
songwriting questions.

Q: I am concerned about my songs being plagia-
rised. Apart from copyrighting my material, what 
steps can I take to prevent one of my songs being 
stolen?

A: In spite of popular misconceptions, it is very rare 
for a complete song to be “stolen”  - even an 
unprotected song. If you are going to have anything 
stolen, it is more likely to be an idea, a hook, or a 
phrase, and such thefts are difficult to detect and ex-
pensive to pursue, particularly if the material stolen 
is unpublished.

Believe it or not, most ownership disputes arise, not 
between the little old songwriter and the cigar 
chomping music mogul, but between friends and 
acquaintances.

Accordingly, you should take great care of your 
unpublished material. Not only should you protect 
it to the best of your ability, but you should send it 
only to named people in the companies to which 
you are promoting, and deal only with reputable 
companies and reputable people.

Finally, keep your unpublished material as secure as 
possible. Doing things like posting the lyrics on the 
Internet for all to see, leaves you open to wholesale 

theft by people based in countries with totally 
different copyright and legal systems. And in spite 
of what people tell you, it is extremely costly to sue 
for theft of copyright, and your chances of success, 
based on previous cases taken, are slim.

The motto is - keep it safe, and that means by and 
large - keeping it to yourself as much as possible.

Q:How good does a demo have to be?

A: Most publishers we interview say that if the song 
is good, they will recognise the quality in spite of the 
lack of sophistication of the demo.

However, our opinion is that nowadays, most demos 
are of a high standard, and it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to have yourself taken seriously if you 
promote a low quality demo.

Having said that, remember that the demo is cer-
tainly not everything.

A strong demo will simply not sell a weak song no 
matter how much you spend on it, and occasionally 
(particularly in face-to-face meetings), the excuse of 
a “poor demo” is used to by publishers to turn down 
songs that are in themselves inherently weak any-
way.
Generally speaking, the most important part of any 
demo is the voice used on the recording, so if you 
have been blessed with a good voice, then you can 
save a lot by making your own demos.

Again. pop ballads and country songs can often be 
demoed simply, using perhaps even just one well-
played instrument plus one good vocal.

On the other hand, rock or dance songs probably do 
require more sophisticated demos.

Q: What are some of the elements of a hit song?
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A: The song chosen to be a “hit” will 99% comply 
with a radio friendly format. There are several ele-
ments of a radio friendly format. These are some of 
criteria you can use to create the best hit song.

Structural
The song length needs to be 3-4 minutes.
The intro should only be 4 bars maximum.
The song’s chorus should arrive within 60 seconds
A familiar song structure like:  Intro-Verse-Chorus- 
Verse-Chorus-Bridge-Chorus-Chorus

Message
The words need to connect with the audience
The topic of the song needs to be relevant to the 
listener
Lyrics should be universal in order to appeal to a     
larger audience.

Production
The production of the song needs to be high caliber
The performance needs to be spot on
Music needs to be play excellently with no mistakes

Music
The melody needs to be simple and memorable.
The melody needs to “hook” itself into the listeners 
mind
Make certain that the chorus stand out from the 
verse by using creative contrast.

Hook
The hook in 95% of the time will be the title.
Make sure the song has a title that will hook the 
listener
The hook title needs a great melody behind it.
Repeat the hook as much as you can get away with 
doing.

Lyrics
Make sure the lyrics tell a story.
Watch for grammar mistakes. i.e. verb tense, 
pronoun usage.
Generally avoid swear words as unless you also have 
a “clean version” of the song radio stations will not 
play it.

Intuition
Most people can tell when a song is great. Tap into 
that feeling.

Q: What happens if I am offered a contract by a mu-
sic publisher?

A: If you are offered a contract by a music publish-
er, obviously, they like your song or instrumental 
theme and are reasonably confident that they can 
secure a recording or exploitation. Music publish-
ers’ contracts will state a split percentage deal but 
you are advised not to accept less than 50% on your 
behalf. Terms are negotiable, i.e. 60/40, 70/30 in your 
favour. 

Multi-award-winning musician
Winner of Freelancer of the Year 2019

www.rachelmasonmusic.com
www.lyricallight.co.uk
www.listenincolourartistmanagement.co.uk

http://www.rachelmasonmusic.com
http://www.lyricallight.co.uk
http://www.listenincolourartistmanagement.co.uk
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Music For World Peace Records - Mike Turner
“Influencing Planetary Change Through Music – Influencing Planetary Change Through Music – 

“The Type of Songs We’re Looking For at “The Type of Songs We’re Looking For at 
Music For World Peace Records”Music For World Peace Records”

by Mike Turner, CEO, Music For World Peace Recordsby Mike Turner, CEO, Music For World Peace Records

At Music For World Peace Records, we have one mission: to end war, by using original music to influence 
war-makers to reject conflict and embrace peace and love.

That’s a big goal. How will we do it? And who is “we,” anyway?

Our view is that war is started, not by the soldiers who are made to fight it, but by politicians and elite inter-
ests who stand to personally gain by war’s devastation and destruction. People like world leaders, weapons 
manufacturers and arms merchants. We want these people to recognize the consequences of their actions in 
terms of the death, misery and strife they bring; and to see that there’s another way: understanding, cooper-
ation, mutual respect and love.

We create original music to present to the “decision-makers” of the world, to lead them in deciding NOT to 
pursue war and violence. To give voice to the true victims of their warring policies: the soldiers and innocent 
civilians killed and injured; the refugees displaced; the children orphaned, exploited and victimized. Our 
songs champion peace and love as the antithesis of, and antidote to, the fear, hatred and greed that fuel war in 
modern society.

Who is “we”? It’s the songwriters, music producers, and recording and graphic artists who contribute their 
talents and time to create the music we release. Because we’re a volunteer effort: no one pays, or is paid, to 
create our music; and we all share, based on our involvement in individual projects, in any back-end income 
that comes from donations and streaming revenues from our releases getting played. Because money isn’t the 
point – ending war, bringing about world peace, is what we’re striving for.

So, what kind of music are we producing? Broadly speaking, we create original songs that:

• Advocate Peace, Universal Love and Cooperating to Build a Better World: See, for example: 
 “Love One Another” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Love-One-Another) 
 “Too Much Love” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Too-Much-Love)
 “World Anthem” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/World-Anthem)
 “Bring Us World Peace” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Bring-Us-World-Peace)   
             “Peace On Earth” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Peace-On-Earth) 
 “Better World” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Better-World) 
 “All We Need To Do Is Care” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/All-We-Need-To-Do-Is-Care) 
  “Music For Peace” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Music-For-Peace)

• Promote Inner Peace: For example, 
 “Holding Strong” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Holding-Strong)
 “Inner Affairs” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Inner-Affairs)

• Oppose War and Violence, and Illustrate the Tragic Consequences of War: See,
  “To War” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Too-War)
 “Bow Your Head” (www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Bow-Your-Head)

http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Love-One-Another
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Too-Much-Love
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/World-Anthem
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Bring-Us-World-Peace
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Peace-On-Earth
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Better-World)
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/All-We-Need-To-Do-Is-Care
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Music-For-Peace
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Holding-Strong
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Inner-Affairs
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Too-War
http://www.MusicForWorldPeaceRecords.com/Bow-Your-Head
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We produce songs across genres – we’ve already released songs in the Country, Folk, Pop, Rock, Adult 
Contemporary and World Music genres. 

We’re always on the lookout for new artists and material that’s on message with our peace/love/anti-war 
themes. Do you have original, unreleased music that addresses these themes? Are you inspired to write 
something new to address these challenges? If so, we’re interested in hearing what you have to contribute. 
We’ll work with you at any stage of the creative process – partial or complete lyrics and/or music, poems that 
can be adapted into song; demos; partial- or fully-produced tracks; writers looking for cuts or performers 
looking to record. You can offer your music for consideration by contacting us through our website, https://
musicforworldpeacerecords.com/submit-your-music, or at MusicForWorldPeaceRecords@aol.com .

Most importantly, you can also support our goal of convincing the world’s leaders to reject war and embrace 
peace, by listening to and sharing our music – stream our releases at our website and on major streaming 
platforms like Spotify and YouTube. Include them on your playlists. Like, follow and share our FaceBook 
page https://www.facebook.com/MusicForWorldPeaceRecords  and group https://www.facebook.com/
groups/musicforworldpeacerecordlabel. Like and follow us on Twitter @MusicForWorldP2. And share our 
music widely on social media – the more people who hear us, the closer we get to the decision-makers 
listening and responding to what we’re saying: “There is another way. Reject war. Embrace peace.”

Some may say we’re dreamers. But to paraphrase a pretty famous songwriter, we don’t think we’re the only 
ones. Join us. We can make a difference. We WILL make a difference. Peace WILL be achieved. By and for all 
of us.

Together.

For more information, visit the Music For World Peace Records website and FaceBook page.

Our mission: 

To release music that influences world peace.

Music has always had a strong influence on society. Our goal 
is to use that influence as a positive force to oppose violence of 
all kinds from domestic to that of nation rising against nation. 

What if nation could rise with nation? 

Using the the power of the internet we bring together 
producers, writers, musicians, singers and people from all 

around the world who want to help spread a message of peace.  
Join us on facebook where we can all work together to help each 

other achieve world peace in our lifetime.

https://musicforworldpeacerecords.com/submit-your-music
https://musicforworldpeacerecords.com/submit-your-music
http://MusicForWorldPeaceRecords@aol.com
https://www.facebook.com/MusicForWorldPeaceRecords
https://www.facebook.com/groups/musicforworldpeacerecordlabel
https://www.facebook.com/groups/musicforworldpeacerecordlabel
http://@MusicForWorldP2
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Butterfly drifting so easy and free
With the wind under your wings
How I wish we could be like you

You are so gentle and pure and I am so sure
The world could be more like you

From one flower to the next 
in peaceful harmony

We could watch and we could learn
How to be more like you

Butterfly under blue skies
Bringing beauty to our lives

I wish people could be more like you

From one flower to the next 
in peaceful harmony

We could watch and we could learn
How to be more like you

Butterfly so easy and free
Show us how people can be just like you

The world can be like you
The world will be like you

Follow this link to listen....

BBUUTTTTEERRFFLLYY

https://musicforworldpeacerecords.com/butterfly
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What if the world could be gentle and pure? No war, 
no violence, no hate or fear? Existing in peaceful har-
mony? Drifting easy and free – like a butterfly? That’s 
the challenge Bobby Tiberi – “The Great Bobbo” – 
presents in his Music For World Peace 
Records single, “Butterfly.”

“It was a sunny and warm day, and I threw my guitar 
in the back seat and drove out with no destination in 
mind,” say Bobby, “I came across a beautiful field that 
looked like a postcard. I pulled over, sat down and 
started strumming.

“As I played, butterflies started gathering around 
me. It was like they were listening! One butterfly, so 
colorful and magnificent, landed on the log next to 
me and stayed as the others drifted away. I 
created “Butterfly” as I sang to her, and as she left, 
she touched upon my guitar, as if to show me she 
understood. And then we both understood. It was a 
precious moment that I’ll never forget.”

Bobby went into the studio, recorded the track, and 
brought it to Music For World Peace Records for 
release. It’s Bobby’s second single on the label. Music 
For World Peace is a collaborative group of songwrit-
ers, producers and recording artists creating original 
music advocating world peace and love, and oppos-
ing war and violence.

The world can be like the butterfly – beautiful, easy, 
free; living in peaceful harmony. As Bobby says, “Let’s 
keep trying our best.”

“Butterfly” is available at our for streaming and 
download at https://www.MusicForWorldPeace.com/
Butterfly, and on major streaming platforms includ-
ing Spotify and YouTube.

Bio: Bobby Tiberi – “The Great Bobbo” – is a grad-
uate of Berklee College of Music, and has a Master’s 
Degree in music from Western Connecticut State 
University. After college, Bobby played in all-original 
rock bands in highly regarded clubs in Greenwich 
Village; in clubs and showrooms in Miami, Chicago 
and Atlanta; and in Playboy Clubs across the US.

Returning to New York City, Bobby played corporate 
events, at the US Open Golf Tournament and in such 
historic venues as The Rainbow Room and The Sky 
Club. Today Bobby is in demand as a lead/rhythm 
guitarist and vocalist in the New York City area.
Bobby’s website: www.BobbyTMusic.com
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmP-
NyC1k9yZlSoFaRNjQbqg?fbclid=IwAR26GAimb-
fUOOhPZZfvsXSTj_YzEf7x-LohUK0OEvdP7l-
wU4y0lnvAkQRHc

http://www.BobbyTMusic.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmPNyC1k9yZlSoFaRNjQbqg?fbclid=IwAR26GAimbfUOOhPZZfvsXSTj_YzEf7x-Lo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmPNyC1k9yZlSoFaRNjQbqg?fbclid=IwAR26GAimbfUOOhPZZfvsXSTj_YzEf7x-Lo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmPNyC1k9yZlSoFaRNjQbqg?fbclid=IwAR26GAimbfUOOhPZZfvsXSTj_YzEf7x-Lo
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Rachel Mason is a multi-award-winning 
British singer, songwriter, bestselling author

 vocal coach, public speaker, tv star, mentor, song-
writing judge, philanthropist and musical director. 

She also writes the column Ask TheJ udge in this 
very magazine! The winner of a vast and diverse 
array of awards including Woman of The Year 2020, 

Inside The Mind 
Of Multi Award Winning 

Musical Powerhouse 

Rachel Mason
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Lockdown Community Hero, Best International Pop 
Song, Best Contemporary Christian Band, Queen 
of Vocal Coaching, Women In Business for Lyrical 
Light. 

The only musician to have been crowned 
Freelancer of the Year, Rachel runs an artist 
management business, record label, vocal coaching 
and writing for major artists alongside her charity 
work and raising her two young children. Rachel 
is also a British representative for the World Choir 
Council, the International Singer Songwriter 
Association, The Intercontinental Music Awards and 
has been hailed “an inspiration” by Prince Harry for 
her extensive work mentoring young musicians. 
A survivor of postpartum depression Rachel is an 
ambassador for mental health and gives her time to 
run Lyrical Light songwriting workshops for those 
with maternal mental health issues, creating 
personalised songs to aid in their recovery.

I feel immensely privileged to have Rachel share her 
wisdom here with us all in Write Away Magazine, 
more so that she took the time out for an interview 
with me about her successful career to date.  

Q:  Can you tell us the story of how you grew up?

A:  I was born in London and developed a love of 
music early in life. My parents often tell stories of me 
singing entire pop songs by the age of 15 months and 
performing them in front of family and friends. My 
family then moved to the South West of the UK, near 
Bristol when I was 3 and I began writing my own 
songs the following year. People have often described 
me as “a musical child prodigy” which is strange to 
me as I just thought it was normal for everyone to 
have songs in their head and be thinking of new
 lyrics all the time. I only realised it wasn’t that 
common when I told my parents about it and they 
said they didn’t make up songs in their heads like I 
did!

Q:  Can you share a story with us about what brought 
you to this specific career path?

A:  Ever since I can remember I’ve been able to see 
music as colours when I listen to music or compose 
a song. I’ve since learned that this condition is called 
synaesthesia and is fairly rare. I always felt my 
happiest and most fulfilled when I was singing or 
writing music so it felt natural to make it my career 

path. I’ve never wanted to do anything else as a job 
and am very lucky that I get to live my dream in this 
way. 

Q:  Can you tell us the most interesting story that 
happened to you since you began your career?

A:  I’ve been fortunate enough to have lots of 
interesting things happen in my career but this one 
really stands out as it came completely out of the 
blue. When my first child was 8 weeks old, I was 
contacted by a UK television production team who 
were producing a brand-new singing show and 
wanted me to be one of the expert judges. At this 
point I was still on maternity leave, covered in baby 
sick and thought the filming schedule would prove 
mpossible for me but the producer said he really 
wanted me to be part of the show so my husband and 
I managed to find a way to make the filming work 
around our new baby.

The tv show was called Sing: Ultimate Acappella and 
turned out to be one of the most enjoyable 
experiences of my entire career so far. I worked with 
amazing musicians like Gregory Porter, Midge Ure 
and Imelda May and made some lifelong friends 
amongst the judges and the production team. The 
show was even nominated for a British National 
Television Award which was the icing on the cake! 
My daughter is now three and loves watching the 
show. She exclaims “oh, there’s judge mummy!” 
whenever I appear on screen.

Q:  What do you like doing for fun?

A:  I have two toddlers now so there isn’t as much 
time for fun! When I do get the chance I love going 
to gigs and travelling to interesting places. I also love 
tattoos so regularly see my tattooartist at Point Break 
to get more work done on my sleeve.

Q:  As you are based in Bristol, can you tell us what 
support is there out there for new artistsi n Bristol?

A:  There’s a lot of training for young musicians from 
places like BIMM, Access to Music and various 
performing arts colleges. They often support artists 
in creating their sound, image and fan base. I also 
run an artist management company called Listen In 
Colour which mentors and manages artists. I support 
a lot of young musicians who need advice about 
contacts in the industry. It’s such an honour to be 
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able to advise others as I didn’t have that facility
myself when I was their age.

Q:  What was the most fun you have had 
onstage?

A:  I’d probably have to say performing on stage in 
New York. The American audience loved British 
accents and high vocal riffs, so when I sang the final 
chorus of Body On Mute they screamed so loud I 
could barely hear myself sing!

Q:  What was the worst experience on stage? 

A:  Definitely having a migraine during a show and 
throwing up in a strategically placed bucket in the 
wings between songs! 

Q:  What’s your biggest stage mishap?

A:  At one performance whilst putting my mic pack 
on my dress split just before I went on stage.The split 
was up the back and I started the set sideways to the 
audience sitting at a grand piano so I knew I couldn’t 
get away with the dress malfunction! One of my 

backing singers had to run back to the dressing room 
and grab the outfit she had arrived in so I could put 
it on! 

Q: 2020 was a strange year but you achieved so much. 
Can you tell us about it?

A:  During the corona
virus pandemic like pretty 
much all other musicians I 
wasn’t able to work on my 
usual projects or my vocal 
teaching. I had a busy year 
planned with several 
domestic and international 
events, including my 
Carnegie Hall debut, which 
were all sadly cancelled. 

I’m the kind of person who 
can’t just sit around doing 
nothing, so instead I used 
the time to help as many 
charities as I could. One 
night in April I was up at 
3am feeding my baby and 
suddenly came up with an 
idea to help a mental health 
charity who saved my life 
13 years ago. It quickly grew 
into an online international 
arts festival called ‘Unlock 
Your Talent’ which raised 

thousands of pounds for mental health support.

I called in all my favours from the many friends I’ve 
been lucky enough to make throughout my career 
to get a strong line-up of 50 judges including Deke 
Sharon from The Pitch Perfect movies, Hamilton, 
Wicked and Hairspray cast members, a The Voice UK 
winner, current and former members of the 
Swingle Singers, BAFTA and Emmy winners and 
Karen Hauerfrom BBC TV’s Strictly Come Dancing. 
I was so proud of what a small team of volunteers 
was able to create in just 2 weeks from inception to 
launch! 

I also wrote a song, Illuminate The Night, as part of 
one of my ‘Lyrical Light’ workshops which is raising 
money for maternal mental health support charity 
PANDAS foundation. I released the song in August 
2020 and it has raised a lot of money and awareness 
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for the important work they do. With my friend and 
Hamilton cast member Aaron Lee Lambert I wrote a 
song inspired by the killing of George Floyd and the 
events which followed. 

As a white person I’ve found that my eyes have really 
been opened to the privilege I have but I didn’t really 
know what to do with that feeling. Talking and 
working with Aaron, who is black and originally from 
Illinois, we shared our discomfort in talking about 
race and privilege and how it seemed like an 
unimaginably big issue, but how that was no reason 
not to try and make a start, which is how we came up 
with the title (Make A Start). The song was released in 
November 2020 with lead vocals by Aaron and 
backing vocals by musical theatre stars Waylon Jacobs 
and Sharon Rose. The song is raising money for two 
charities that support young black people, Babbasa 
and the Black Ticket Project.

Q:  In addition to the musical projects in 2020, you 
also wrote your first book. Can you tell us about it?

A:  Yes, I took the opportunity of some time off 
teaching due to the pandemic and wrote my book ‘Not 
TheOnly One’ which is about postnatal depression and 
the songwriting workshops I run for those struggling 
with it. 

I was diagnosed with postnatal depression in 
December 2018 a year and a half after having our first 
child. I had given birth to our daughter in April 2017 
and had silently suffered postnatal depression and 
psychosis but was too ashamed to tell anyone due to 
the stigma surrounding it. 

I painted on a smile and pretended to all the world 
that everything was fine, even shooting a television 
show for Sky One, recording an album and making a 
music video during this time but it felt like a shadow 
had been cast over my heart and nothing would lift 
it.It was only after giving birth to our son in October 
2018 and began to feel the same darkness and 
desperation that I finally reached out for help. 

With counselling, medication and the boundless love 
and support from my family and friends I now feel 
back to my old self again, most days. 

I began to research postnatal depression while up at 3 
am feeding the baby and realised not only how 
common it is but that there is so much support out 

there for those suffering. I felt inspired to do 
something to help the many other mums and dads 
who had postnatal depression so had the idea to set up 
the Lyrical Light songwriting workshops. 

After speaking to many mums and dads in these 
workshops and online I decided there should be a 
book to tell their stories and help take the stigma away 
from postnatal depression. ‘Not The Only One’ was 
born from that idea. Based on the fact that every day 
across the world new parents swallow the unwelcome 
thought:”Am I the only one who feels like this after 
having a baby?” My book set out to prove that you are 
Not The Only One.

Postnatal depression affects 1 in 7 (rising to 1 in 5
 during coronavirus) mothers and 1 in 10 fathers from 
all races, ethnicities, cultures and educational and 
economic backgrounds. The book tells the stories of 
25 brave mothers and fathers from across the world 
who have suffered from postnatal depression and 
other mental health conditions, providing an insight 
into the illness and journey to recovery. 

I was honoured that the book was so warmly received, 
highly reviewed,and has been read by people all over 
the world. In November 2020 three days after its 
release Not The Only One became an Amazon 
bestseller which was such a lovely surprise! 

Q:  Can you share something that has inspired you?

A:  As a woman in the music industry I was 
repeatedly told that I would not be able to achieve 
as much as my male counterparts. Luckily, I’m fairly 
tenacious and like proving people wrong.But I know 
many extremely talented women who have stopped 
creating music due to comments like “you’re not pretty 
enough” “not sexy enough” “too fat” “too emotional”. 

A moment that will stay with me forever is when I was 
the 2006 BRIT Awards correspondent for the BBC and 
Scottish singer and songwriter KT Tunstall won the 
BRIT Award for Best British Female. She has been told 
she was “too old” to make it in the music industry so 
upon winning  she held her trophy aloft and shouted 
“ladies, disregard your limits.” I think about her wise 
words anytime I feel those limits closing me in.

Q:  What are your “5 things I wish someone told me 
when I first started” and why. Please share a story or 
example for each.
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A:  I’ve been gathering these throughout my career 
as I mentor a lot of young artists who often ask the 
same kind of thing.

1. Kindness costs nothing, but is priceless. I always 
try my best to be kind and nice to people as you 
don’t know what’s happening in their life. I’ve often 
found that people remember you for your attitude 
and you’re much more likely to build great 
friendships and business relationships if you are 
someone they enjoy having around.

2. Don’t be afraid to be who you are. Your 
uniqueness is what will draw people to you and help 
you stand out. If you try to be like others you will be 
masking the things that make you special. As Oscar 
Wilde said, “Be yourself, everyone else is already 
taken,”.

 3. Trust your instincts. I learned this the hard way 
and one particular example looms large in my career. 
In hindsight I had many little flashes into this 
woman’s true nature by the way she acted when 
things didn’t go her way but I loved the music 
project we worked on so much that I was willing to 
overlook the appalling way she treated people and 
took advantage of her staff. I’m glad I learned that 
lesson as I’ve become more discerning as a result.

4. Be sure of what you’re worth.  Throughout my 
early career I was too nervous to ask to be paid my 
proper fee. As I’ve got older and had more 
experiences in the music industry, I’ve become more 
confident and will now ask to be paid what I’m 
worth. It’s important to know this so you don’t get 
trampled on by the people who hire you.

5. Comparison is the thief of joy. How many times 
do we feel pretty good about our life until we read 
or hear of someone else’s success and immediately 
assume their life is better than ours? I think social 
media contributes to this feeling. Too much time 
scrolling through other musicians’ feeds tended to 
leave me feeling like a bit of a failure so to try and 
reduce the impact this has on me I don’t compare 
myself to othersjust try each day to be the best 
version of myself.

Q:  Which tips would you recommend to your
 colleagues in your industry to help them to thrive 

and not “burn out”?

A:  This is something I also struggle with, as my 
husband will tell you! Learning to take time away 
from work is really important. I try to block some 
time out in my diary for relaxation so when 
someone asks me if I can work on a music project 
during that time I can legitimately say that I’ve 
already got something else in my diary then and not 
feel guilty. 

Q:  You are a person of enormous influence. If you 
could inspire a movement that would bring the most 
amount of good to the most amount of people, what 
would that be? 

A:  My greatest passion is using music to help with 
the healing from mental health issues. I already run 
Lyrical Light which is a songwriting workshop for 
those struggling with postnatal depression (known 
as postpartum depression in America) which has 
been hugely successful. I would love to expand 
this to run more songwriting workshops for those 
struggling with any kind of mental health issues 
where they can have support, be able to share their 
thoughts and feelings and write an ‘anthem for 
wellness’ that is personalised to them. 

Finally, my aim would be to have amazing, well 
known singers record the vocals for these songs 
so we can release them to raise money for mental 
health charities. Having prominent people speak 
about their own mental health issues breaks down a 
lot of barriers so a project like this could do a lot of 
good in the world as no matter who we are we can 
all struggle with our mental health at times.

Q:  None of us are able to achieve success 
without some help along the way. Is there a 
particular person who you are grateful towards who 
helped get you to where you are? 

A:  My Mother is the most incredible woman. I am 
so blessed to have her in my life, living nearby with 
my darling Dad and having a brilliant relationship 
with my husband and children. My Mum is a very 
calm, stable force in my life and someone who’s 
advice I take very seriously. She has always been so 
supportive of my career and I delight in making her 
proud of me. Mum has always told me “if you’ve 
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been given talents you should use them to help 
others.”  This advice has had a huge impact on me 
and is part of my drive to support charities and those 
struggling with their mental health.

Q:  Can you please give us your favourite “Life 
Lesson Quote”? Can you share how that was relevant 
to you in your life?

A:  Faith, family, fortitude.  My Christian faith is at 
the heart of everything I do and everything I am. 
My family (and within that I count my close friends) 
are the ones I want to support through my musical 
ability and the reason I am so grateful for this life. My 
fortitude is what keeps me pushing on to achieve my 
goals in spite of what limitations are put on me.

Q:  What does 2021 have in store for you?

I’m trying to make plans fairly loosely as none of us 
know when this pandemic will end! I’ve got some 
new music to release, specifically an EP called Colour 
Me Violet and a single called Little One which f
eatures my three year old daughter on vocals. I’ve 
also got some more judging to do for various 
songwriting contests and am guesting on lots of 
podcasts which is great fun.

I’ve also started writing a second book about 
women who inspire me. They are all women I 
personally know who have overcome major 
difficulties to achieve something incredible. I’m at the 
stage of starting to piece it all together and then will 
come up with a title. 
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My worship co-writer and I have a new worship EP 
coming out in a few months, following the success 
of our first EP, Whisper. We’ve released two singles 
which have been well-received so are planning on 
releasing the whole record soon. 

The thing I’m most enjoying this year is co-writing 
with Nina for lots of other artists. Hopefully I’ll be 
able to tell you all about those songs soon!

Q:  Can you please give us your favourite “Life 
Lesson Quote”? Can you share how that was relevant 
to you in your life?

Faith, family, fortitude. My Christian faith is at the 
heart of everything I do and everything I am. My 
family (and within that I count my close friends) are 
the ones I want to support through my musical 
ability and the reason I am so grateful for this life. 
My fortitude is what keeps me pushing on to achieve 
my goals in spite of what limitations are put on me.

Q:  How can our readers follow you online?

I’m very active on social media and love interacting 
with people so please feel free to get in touch with me 
on:
 
Instagram @rachelmasonmusic 
Facebook @Rachelmasonmusic 
and Twitter @IAmRachelMason
My website is www.rachelmasonmusic.com

http://@rachelmasonmusic
http://@Rachelmasonmusic
http://@IAmRachelMason
http://www.rachelmasonmusic.com
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You’re not yourself these days
The nights are unknown 

and they don’t make it easy to stay
You’re not thinking straight

headed to the interstate
didn’t wait for me to intervene

I’ve done my fair share of causing a scene 
I love you so, you know what I mean

but I don’t wanna know if you don’t wanna say 
I don’t wanna go down that road again babe

I don’t wanna follow as you just fall away 

Take the next exit
Take a breath, Take your time 

Take the next exit
Away from this story line

Don’t you wanna land on solid ground
I could be the hand that helps you down 

I don’t care how far you go 
just take the next exit and I’ll take you home 

You may feel so small 
but I see you’re in need 

and I’ll lead you away from it all 
make you comfortable 

If you wanna take the hard road 
I will let you go 

I’ve done my fair share of stealing the show
you know what I mean I love you so

but I don’t wanna know if you don’t wanna say 
I don’t wanna go down that road again babe

I don’t wanna follow as you just fall away 

Take the next exit
Take a breath, Take your time 

Take the next exit
Away from this story line

Don’t you wanna land on solid ground
I could be the hand that helps you down 

I don’t care how far you go 
just take the next exit and I’ll take you home 

Follow this link to listen...

Take The Next Exit
Rachel Walker Mason/Nina Sundstrom

https://open.spotify.com/track/1a4KAYb5BU4IU1LusvA5rF?si=_EKEW5GRRNWBZKINwdBT5w&fbclid=IwAR32I-HLQsIDzGslRhO7qLVhNVZMP33HjaECHs3LoMypA_wN2hEzsRHAg50&nd=1
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Brandy And CigarsBrandy And Cigars
Well the road is long

and the weathers cold
this highways lonely

And my shoes
 have holes

It’s hard to get to the top
When bottoms 
all you know

But I’ll be there 
somehow 

And say I told you so 

I’ll be sitting on 
top someday

I promise you that 
I’ll be looking 
down at you 

Wearing my top hat 
Brandy and cigars 

For the rest of my day 
But first, I’ll work 
On getting off this 

highway 

Another bridge 
Is another home

I crack another beer
To help and keep 

me warm 
I need a cigarette 

Feels like I lost a bet
They say life is a gamble 

But the house
ain’t won yet 

I’ll be sitting on 
top someday

I promise you that 
I’ll be looking 
down at you 

Wearing my top hat 
Brandy and cigars 

For the rest of my day 
But first, I’ll work 

I’m getting off 
this highway

I try to fall asleep 
Just to find some peace

Because at least 
 to dream

It doesn’t cost a thing
But there’s frost and ice

I can’t open my eyes
And my breathings 

slowed
I guess it’s time to go 

Then I open my eyes
There stands a  

golden high rise 
I walk in through i

ts doors
I’m trying not to cry

Saint Peter’s there
He takes me to a suite

He says this is yours son
Now you can find 

your peace

Now I’m looking 
down at you

And my top hats 
on tight

My shoes don’t have 
holes anymore

My clothes are all white 
So pour me a brandy 

And give that
 cigar a light

There’s no stress
And I’m blessed
To never again 

be homeless
There’s no stress 
And I’m blessed 

To never again be 
homeless

Follow this link to 
listen...

https://open.spotify.com/track/2X1ize9wfoY7x6YoXaYaim?si=GekVrRTRRk2qmJow9Gcu-g&nd=1
https://open.spotify.com/track/2X1ize9wfoY7x6YoXaYaim?si=GekVrRTRRk2qmJow9Gcu-g&nd=1
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My name is Jake Gibbons, I’m a songwriter 
out of Lincoln, California.

I had began my musical career starting in July 
2017, directly after leaving my term of service 
with the US Air Force. Joining cowboy band Dust 
in my Coffee as a harmonica player, I got my start. 
Originally playing the breaks with my original 
songs.

I’m sending you a link to my song Brandy and 
Cigars because, during my 8 year term of service, I 
had spent Four living in Bury St Edmunds, 
working at RAF Lakenheath.

During my time there I had spent a good portion 
of it in Cambridge. 

This song was inspired by a homeless gentleman 
which I had met on the streets in Cambridge, a 

man with a big heart and a rough past. Relatable.
Since then I have learned how to be a Farrier 
(horseshoer) during the day and also traveling 
around the west coast, playing the local dive bar 
scene and chipping away at a hopefully fruitful 
musical career. Playing from Stockmans in Elko, 
NV to Westwood in San Fran.  Also while 
producing my own music during Covid. Straight 
from the cattle ranch here in 
California.

https://open.spotify.com/track/2X1ize9wfoY7x-
6YoXaYaim?si=GekVrRTRRk2qmJow9Gcu-g

Instagram/FB: jakefgibbons

Cheers! 
Have a great day 

-Jake Gibbons

https://open.spotify.com/track/2X1ize9wfoY7x6YoXaYaim?si=GekVrRTRRk2qmJow9Gcu-g
https://open.spotify.com/track/2X1ize9wfoY7x6YoXaYaim?si=GekVrRTRRk2qmJow9Gcu-g
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Momma’s dad built this house after World War One
Set the kitchen window to the morning sun

Cup in her hand in her dressing gown, 
Plain looking woman in Midwest town

Worked twenty years at the grocery store
Watching people come thru the automatic door

Put their food into small brown sacks
She’d say hey and they’d say hey back

Went out a couple times in her high school days
With an earnest boy that moved away

Another cup of coffee and some rhubarb pie
Forty years gone in a blink of an eye

Hangs her clothes on a line in the yard
Life isn’t easy but it ain’t too hard

Church in the morning and chance to pray
She’ll keep on living ‘til her dying day

Fall asleep in a chair with a book on her lap
She never looks forward and she don’t look back

Feeds some cat when it comes around
She’s a plain looking woman in a Midwest town

Momma’s dad built this house after World War One
Set the kitchen window to the morning sun

Follow this link to listen...

Plain Looking WomanPlain Looking Woman

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icZflBxXoSU
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I was driving across the US on I-40 and came up to 
Erick, Oklahoma, which I’d known to be the little 

town where the songwriter Roger Miller grew up. I 
pulled into the four or five blocks that constituted 
‘downtown’ and noticed a small building with a sign 
that read ‘Roger Miller Museum’ but it was closed.  
So I drove around for a while trying to pick up the 
vibe eventually pulling into a Piggly Wiggly 
grocery store for some road food.  In the checkout 
line before me stood a mentally challenged young 
lady with several items in one hand and a few dol-
lars in the other.  The middle-aged and nondescript 
cashier rang up the items and took the money.  It 
was not enough to cover the bill and I watched the 
cashier dig into her own pocket for some change to 
make 

up the difference. And that’s where I found this 
song.

I’ve been writing songs for about fifty years but only 
started recording them six years ago.  To my delight, 
people find them relatable and I’ve met many nice 
people and fellow musicians in the course of touring 
behind my now four albums.  I’ve played in a lot of 
bands and have done a lot of solo performances all 
over the US and am looking forward to the end of 
the pandemic when I can get back on the road.

Here is a youtube link to the song: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icZflBxXoSU

Here is my website: www.davidhinske.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icZflBxXoSU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icZflBxXoSU 
http://www.davidhinske.com
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LET’S HEAD DOWN, DOWN TO FOREVER 
WHERE THE BLACKTOP TURNS, TURNS INTO GRAVEL 

PUT IT IN PARK, LET THE MIDNIGHT CALL 
TURN IT UP, LET’S GET, LET’S GET IT ON 

LET’S GET CAUGHT UP IN THIS SONG 
SOUTH OF THE CITY, RIGHT AT THE EDGE OF THE STATIC 

WE’RE AT THE HOTEL CALIFORNIA ALL NIGHT LONG
AND BOY,  I WANNA HOLD YA 
WITH THE BEST OF MY LOVE 

I CAN’T GET ENOUGH, ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE 
SO LET’S TURN IT UP 

AND DRIVE TO THE END OF THE ROAD 
AND GET LOST IN SOME ROCK ‘N ROLL

RED, RED WINE UNDER THE LEATHER 
LET’S GET HIGH, YOU AND ME TOGETHER 

MIDNIGHT SKY, TAKE IT REAL SLOW ON A SLOW RIDE 
TURN IT UP, LET’S GET, LET’S GET IT ON 

LET’S GET CAUGHT UP IN THIS SONG 
MARVIN GAYE SINGIN’ ALONG 

WHAT’S GOIN’ ON, WHAT’S GOIN’ ON 

CHORUS 

BREAKDOWN 

WE’RE AT THE HOTEL CALIFORNIA ALL NIGHT LONG
AND BOY,  I WANNA HOLD YA 

AT THE HOTEL CALIFORNIA ALL NIGHT LONG
AND BOY,  I WANNA HOLD YA 
WITH THE BEST OF MY LOVE 

I CAN’T GET ENOUGH, ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE 
SO LET’S TURN IT UP 

AND DRIVE TO THE END OF THE ROAD 
AND DRIVE TO THE END OF THE ROAD 
AND GET LOST IN SOME ROCK ‘N ROLL

Follow this link to listen...

GET LOST IN SOMEGET LOST IN SOME
ROCK AND ROLLROCK AND ROLL

LET’S HEAD DOWN, DOWN TO FOREVER 
WHERE THE BLACKTOP TURNS, TURNS INTO GRAVEL 

PUT IT IN PARK, LET THE MIDNIGHT CALL 
TURN IT UP, LET’S GET, LET’S GET IT ON 

LET’S GET CAUGHT UP IN THIS SONG 
SOUTH OF THE CITY, RIGHT AT THE EDGE OF THE STATIC 

WE’RE AT THE HOTEL CALIFORNIA ALL NIGHT LONG
AND BOY,  I WANNA HOLD YA 
WITH THE BEST OF MY LOVE 

I CAN’T GET ENOUGH, ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE 
SO LET’S TURN IT UP 

AND DRIVE TO THE END OF THE ROAD 
AND GET LOST IN SOME ROCK ‘N ROLL

RED, RED WINE UNDER THE LEATHER 
LET’S GET HIGH, YOU AND ME TOGETHER 

MIDNIGHT SKY, TAKE IT REAL SLOW ON A SLOW RIDE 
TURN IT UP, LET’S GET, LET’S GET IT ON 

LET’S GET CAUGHT UP IN THIS SONG 
MARVIN GAYE SINGIN’ ALONG 

WHAT’S GOIN’ ON, WHAT’S GOIN’ ON 

CHORUS 

BREAKDOWN 

WE’RE AT THE HOTEL CALIFORNIA ALL NIGHT LONG
AND BOY,  I WANNA HOLD YA 

AT THE HOTEL CALIFORNIA ALL NIGHT LONG
AND BOY,  I WANNA HOLD YA 
WITH THE BEST OF MY LOVE 

I CAN’T GET ENOUGH, ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE 
SO LET’S TURN IT UP 

AND DRIVE TO THE END OF THE ROAD 
AND DRIVE TO THE END OF THE ROAD 
AND GET LOST IN SOME ROCK ‘N ROLL

Follow this link to listen...

https://open.spotify.com/track/3sz83bsOVJCAqn5D65EpZ3
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Sarah Harralson
Inspiration for the Song: 
Although I am a country artist, most musicians are inspired from 
genres other than the genre they classify themselves in, which 
created their unique sound. This is also why we have so many 
sub-genres of music. I grew up on country and rock ‘n roll, and 
this song is about getting lost in those classic rock ‘n roll songs we 
all know and love. The song also shows how the genre of Rock ‘N 
Roll can be so romantic and take us back in time.

“Sarah Harralson presents honest, bare-boned recordings that are 
authentic,” stated Music Connection Magazine after hearing her 
debut singer-songwriter EP, Finally Found, in 2014. Her 
authenticity lies in her lyrics based on true stories followed by 
melodies that will be stuck in your head hours after hearing it. 
She is not afraid to tell it like it is in her music. This Knoxville 
native began writing songs when she was ten years old, her 
grandfather being her biggest musical influence. 

After her grandfather passed in 2011, Sarah decided she would 
move to Nashville two years later to pursue music at Belmont 
University. A year after releasing her debut EP in 2014, she was 
discovered by Scotty Schultz, drummer of Shooter Jennings 
(Waylon Jennings’s son). Scotty opened up his publishing 
company, Raindrop Music LLC, in 2015 and after hearing Sarah’s 
original song “Watered Down Whiskey”, he knew he wanted to 
sign her right away. This would be Sarah’s first publishing deal. 
Scotty decided he would produce her first country EP, Watered 
Down Whiskey, of all original songs that Sarah has either written 
or co-written. “This EP will help many people and hopefully 
some will have their heart healed by her emotional lyrics,” stated 
Music Update Central after hearing the release of her second 
EP in February 2018. Sarah’s country influences range from The 
Dixie Chicks to Brandy Clark to Johnny Cash, which comes 
across on her second EP, Watered Down Whiskey. Scotty Schultz 
of Raindrop Music, LLC stated that, “she is a driven woman who 
deserves to be heard,” and the stories will definitely be heard. 

One of the tracks on the EP includes the song, “Radio Static” 
that was co-written with Johnny Garcia (lead guitar for Garth 
Brooks). Over time, Sarah began writing and working with 
Johnny, which evolved to the point where Sarah would sign 
her next publishing deal with Busy at Play Publishing (Johnny 
Garcia’s company). This year she has released singles, “Put a Rock 

on This Rolling Stone” and “Get Lost in Some Rock ‘N Roll” since 
signing with Busy at Play Publishing, and her new holiday single, 
“Frosty”, was released on November 27th. 

You can find her playing local shows in Nashville when she is not 
out of town. Her stage credibility includes opening for the likes 
of Aaron Tippin, Bucky Covington, and also included on festival 
rosters with Jason Aldean and Old Dominion as headliners. 
Besides performing, Sarah also produces music herself and de-
cided to release a collaborative album, West of Me, with co-writer 
Christine Bauer in early 2019 that she self-produced. You can 
also hire her to write and record a song for you or your loved one 
through the website, Songfinch. She also plays at hospitals once 
a month for Musicians On Call. Sarah hopes that her music will 
help people in some way across the world. She is a big believer 
that music heals.

www.instagram.com/sarahharralson
www.twitter.com/sarahharralson
www.facebook.com/sarahharralsonmusic

http://www.instagram.com/sarahharralson
http://www.twitter.com/sarahharralson
http://www.facebook.com/sarahharralsonmusic
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If you’ve been waiting for a sign, 
wait no more

If you’ve been standing in line, 
jump ahead for that door      

Our greenhouse is sweltering a
nd the caps they’re melting away              

Our eco keeps trying but the 
mammals are dying each day

If the sun (son) is the source and 
father’s the time, then mother’s the 

earth who’s now past her prime              
So everyone rise up,

Our Time is Now

Hai lai lai lai lai     Hai lai lai lai la lai
               

Now’s a fleeting moment, 
now will never come again            
So be an impactful change, 

a positive contagion      
‘Cause all that dirty air we’re 
breathing can often be seen      

And for our hills and pastures and 
lawns, oh brown’s the new green

 
  

To the sisters of mercy 
and brother’s in arms, 

it’s family time to save all that harms                    
So everyone rise up, 

Our Time is Now, hey

Hai lai lai lai lai     Hai lai lai lai la lai
     

All we have we’re just borrowing 
and must leave behind

For all who will come after, 
ohh, to find                

But if the sun (son) is the source 
and father’s the time,then mother’s 
the earth who’s now past her prime              

So everyone rise up, 
Our Time is Now

Lai lai lai lai lai     Lai lai lai lai la lai
Hai lai lai lai lai     Lai lai lai lai la lai
Hai lai lai lai lai     Lai lai lai lai la lai
Hai lai lai lai lai     Hai lai lai lai la lai
Hai lai lai lai lai     Lai lai lai lai la lai

Follow this link to listen....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UQfTDLqaFo&feature=youtu.be
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Rocky Michaels
“If the sun (son) is the source and father’s the time, then 
mother’s the Earth who’s now past her prime. So everyone 
rise up, Our Time is Now.”

I wrote this environmental song during last years’ 
California wildfires. It’s basically a call to action for each 
and everyone of us to do whatever we all can, as small 
or insignificant as we might feel it is, to effect positive 
change. We share one planet and we’re all in this together. 

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/5UQfTDLqaFo
Spotify Link:    https://open.spotify.com/track/5gAfqMy-
q2ISCMe9UoQvwMf

Rocky Michaels is a California born acoustic 
singer-songwriter. He began playing piano at age 5 and 
crafted his skills into songwriting throughout high school.  
His debut album, ‘The Great American Dream’ was 
released in August of 2020. 

In December of 2020, Rocky was voted “Male 
Artist of the Year” by CFAB Music Realm Promotions.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cfabmusicrealm/per-
malink/511042436493927/

Of the 10 singles that were released on the album, 6 of 
them have already received some high accolades along the 
way: 

‘Book of Memories’ was a finalist for the World 
Songwriting Awards’ Best Modern Country Song, Fall 
2019. 

‘The Great American Dream’ was 1 of 16 selected for the 
Acoustic Rainbow Roots Music compilation, Volume 50. 

‘Somewhere’ was a finalist for the Songwriter Universe’ 
Best Song of the Month, July 2020. 

‘One Step Back’ was a finalist for the World Songwriting 
Awards’ Best Modern Country Song, Spring, 2020. 

‘Our Time is Now’ came in at #4 out of nearly 1,000 for 
the 2020 Summer Charts Countdown on The Grey Eagle 
Radio station. 

‘Eagle’ won 1st place in the Online Music Singer/
Songwriter Contest, Season 1, Brower Entertainment. 

“Rocky Michaels for me is that guy who stands out as one 
of my favorite music discoveries of 2020!!” (Jon Sexauer, 
Owner and CEO at The Grey Eagle Radio Show.) 

Over the years, Rocky has been able to tap into his life 
experiences to offer honest lyrics in storytelling that 
audiences have found to be both engaging and relatable.

WEBSITE:
https://rockymichaelsmusic.com/home

https://youtu.be/5UQfTDLqaFo
https://open.spotify.com/track/5gAfqMyq2ISCMe9UoQvwMf 
https://open.spotify.com/track/5gAfqMyq2ISCMe9UoQvwMf 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cfabmusicrealm/permalink/511042436493927/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cfabmusicrealm/permalink/511042436493927/
https://rockymichaelsmusic.com/home
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I admit, I can’t get you off of my mind.
But I was looking for more 

than just a non stop real good time.
But you never open your heart, 

so what’s it all been for.
You’re a siren hard to resist, hard to ignore.

Where we’re going, don’t look good, 
not doing all the things we should.

So hard not to touch you girl, 
but you’re still so far out of reach. 

You reel me in with that same old line, 
for a moment I wanna believe. 

We never go any deeper, no, 
and love is nowhere to be seen. 

Touching you is easy girl, 
but you’re still so far out if reach.

Sometimes I wanna look 
into your eyes, thats all.
But we never go there, 

you’re afraid that you just might fall.
And find some dreams and memories 

that just might last.
But all the things that really matter, 

we just fly right past.
Like I said, this just ain’t good. 

Not doing all the things we should.
 

CHORUS

All this passion, yeah I know, 
that’s the only place we go.
Only passion, yeah I know, 

if that’s the only seed we sew...
You gotta go.

LEAD

CHORUS

LEAD OUT

Follow this link to listen....

OUT OF REACHOUT OF REACH

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjGsXQVwyUsCDBBoazp8ViCri1YJBEzT/view?usp=sharing
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The Remnant

This song was inspired by an old friend looking for a 
real relationship, and just couldn’t reach anyone with 

true, heartfelt feelings.

Dan, Rick, Scott, Dave and Gary - The Remnant
 
From Northeast Ohio, these five musicians have been 
told for a couple years...”This is the stuff we love, but 
nobody writes it anymore.”

Between the five of them, their combined years of writing 
and playing music spans over 200 years. They all grew up 
with The Beatles, Chuck Berry, the British Invasion, Led 
Zeppelin, The Who, Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett, the 
infectious guitars of Boston, later, Country Artists like 
John Berry, Little Texas, Restless Heart, and of course 
Funk and Jazz.The Remnant music is best described as: 
“Roll down the windows and Crank up the volume!” 
Guitar driven, powerful vocals and an anchored bottom.

Over the past 40 years each member has worked with 
one or two of the other members, but the five 
combined happened in 2019, after Scott and Gary
 reminisced about the attention they received for their 
originals from major labels, back in the day. 

Fast forward...Drummer, Gary Skiba had plenty of room 
in his home and the studio, appropriately named The 
Remnant Room was built. 

Very humble musicians, who speak of their 
accomplishments as a whole, not spotlighting any one 
member. Opening for The Little River Band, Country 
Artist, John Berry, to name a couple,, session work in 
Cleveland and Nashville, working for Warner Brothers 
on a few albums and even a lead role in a movie, for one 
of these guys. Before the Covid 19 gained strength, The 
Remnant decided that when we defeat this virus, we are 
all going to want to get back to having fun, attending live 
shows, just being together and enjoying life, and they 
wrote “Enjoy The Ride” for when those moments return! 
You can hear a little humor at the end of the song!
The Remnant

Dan Gallagher: Lead Vocals, Percussion, Harmonica.
Rick Koeth: Rythm/Lead Guitar, Vocals.

Scott Metelko: Rythm/Lead Guitar, Vocals
Dave DeWalt: Bass Guitar, Vocals.

Gary Skiba: Drums, Acoustic Guitar, Bass, Keyboards, 
Vocals

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjGsXQVwyUsCDB-
Boazp8ViCri1YJBEzT/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjGsXQVwyUsCDBBoazp8ViCri1YJBEzT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjGsXQVwyUsCDBBoazp8ViCri1YJBEzT/view?usp=sharing
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It’s funny how we shed some tears
After we laughed at silly things

And then I snapped and you took it out on me
But I’d give anything
For one more fight

If I had known you’d go this far,
I would have thought what I said twice

I would have swallowed all of my stupid pride
And do what matters most:

Apologize

I’d kiss you a little bit longer
Oh God, I thought I was stronger!

I’d hold you over and over
Until we merged into one

One more lullaby
Don’t leave me like this

Let me say one last goodbye

If I had known that you’d get hurt
I would have chosen better words

But now you’re gone and I couldn’t say so long
I couldn’t hold your hand

And sing our song

I’d kiss you a little bit longer
Oh God, I thought I was stronger!

I’d hold you over and over
Until we merged into one

One more lullaby
Please come back to me

Let me say one last goodbye

Follow this link to listen...

One More LullabyOne More Lullaby

 https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/jimenaarroyo1/one-more-lullaby
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Jimena Arroyo

It’s funny how we shed some tears
After we laughed at silly things

And then I snapped and you took it out on me
But I’d give anything
For one more fight

If I had known you’d go this far,
I would have thought what I said twice

I would have swallowed all of my stupid pride
And do what matters most:

Apologize

I’d kiss you a little bit longer
Oh God, I thought I was stronger!

I’d hold you over and over
Until we merged into one

One more lullaby
Don’t leave me like this

Let me say one last goodbye

If I had known that you’d get hurt
I would have chosen better words

But now you’re gone and I couldn’t say so long
I couldn’t hold your hand

And sing our song

I’d kiss you a little bit longer
Oh God, I thought I was stronger!

I’d hold you over and over
Until we merged into one

One more lullaby
Please come back to me

Let me say one last goodbye

Follow this link to listen...

When CJ showed me the instrumental he had in mind for 
this song, I couldn’t help feeling very melancholic and 

nostalgic, so I connected to those emotions in the depths of 
me. Then I started brainstorming ideas like a mad girl, writing, 
re-writing. crossing things out and then writing some more. 
Almost without realizing it, I was writing about losing some-
one you love. After all, who hasn’t lost in love? Yet, I wanted to 
dig deeper inside me and go further. We all know how much it 
hurts to be heartbroken, but this song was not going to be just 
about heartache. I wanted it to be epic, to transcend the typical 
“you left me and I’m hurt” feeling. So, I kept jotting down 
words, phrases, images, until I saw it: this song wanted me to 
write about death.

When you love someone so much and they pass away, the void 
you feel is immeasurable, and so is the pain, especially when 
you couldn’t say a proper goodbye. The need for closure is 
something that burns inside your chest and you need to get it 
all out before it consumes you. Now add to that the fact that 
you had an argument with that person, you parted ways angrily 
before they died. Once they’re gone, regret takes hold of you 
and you start missing even the things you thought you hated: 
“I’d give anything for one more fight”. 

The chorus deals with the things we would have done differently 
if we had known we wouldn’t see that person ever again. (“I’d 
kiss you a little bit longer / Oh God, I thought I was stronger! 
/ I’d hold you over and over / Until we merged into one”. “One 
More Lullaby” is a desperate cry to make them come back 
(“Don’t leave me like this / let me say one last goodbye”), but 
you know they won’t return. Sometimes, couples have songs 
that represent them, a song that brings back memories of happy 
days long gone. This is the “lullaby” I’m referring to in this song. 
(“But now you’re gone and I couldn’t say so long / I couldn’t 
hold your hand / And sing our song.”) Writing lyrics is the way 
I find to channel all my bottled-up emotions so that they don’t 
end up overpowering me. It’s indeed a cathartic exercise for 
me and I truly want to use it to help others as well as myself. If 
someone can relate to this feeling of helplessness and they know 
that they’re not alone feeling what they feel, then my job as an 
artist, as a songwriter is done. 

Jimena Arroyo is a session singer-songwriter, topliner, author, 
ESL teacher and English-Spanish sworn translator from La 

Plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina. From an early age, she has 
shown a talent for inventing her own songs and stories, so much 
so that she used to make up her own nursery rhymes at 
kindergarten and, at the age of 8, she wrote her first song in 
English, her second language.At the age of 19, she won a car 
in a singing competition on the TV show “1,2,3 OUT!” From 
that moment on, she started performing live and worked as a 
touring singer in a cover band with whom would later become 
her husband. For over ten years she performed in bars, theaters, 
restaurants, resorts and some local TV shows in her country 
while she studied translation at the National University of La 
Plata. After graduation, she kept pursuing her passion: writing. 
She has published seven children’s books so far. But just like 
we all go back to our first love, it was writing music that really 
drove her, so she started writing songs again with very talented 
musicians, composers and producers from all over the world, 
such as CJ Teffner (U.S.), Phil Trickey (England) and Mike 
Gabriel (The 3 M Group). She is also known as the lead singer 
of the alternative rock duo Excorde, with Jonnie Cook (U.S.). 
She released her first album “Ten Waves” on January 3rd, 2020, 
co-written with the multi-instrumentalist Torbjørn Vagle 
(Norway). Her songwriting talents have not gone unnoticed 
and since her comeback to professional music in 2017, she has 
been nominated for several international independent music 
awards. In August, 2020 she won an ISSA (International 
Singer-Songwriters Association) award for Best International 
Female Vocalist (Silver) and her music is being played on radio 
stations worldwide.

Website: www.jimenaarroyo.com.ar
Instagram: www.instagram.com/iamjimenaarroyo
Twitter: www.twitter.com/iamjimenaarroyo
Facebook: www.facebook.com/iamjimenaarroyo

 https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/jimenaarroyo1/one-more-lullaby
http://www.jimenaarroyo.com.ar
http://www.instagram.com/iamjimenaarroyo
http://www.twitter.com/iamjimenaarroyo
http://www.facebook.com/iamjimenaarroyo
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CJ Teffner

One More LullabyOne More Lullaby
About CJ Teffner
CJ Teffner is a writer, producer and 
musician based in Phoenix, AZ, USA. 
As a noted session and performing 
guitarist CJ has played and written in 
many genres of music for national and 
international artists. As a producer 
he has worked with artists around the 
world and received critical acclaim. 

Website: www.cjteffner.com
Instagram: 
www.instagram.com/cjteffner
Twitter: www.twitter.com/cjteffner
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cjteffner
Jimena Arroyo
Cantautora, escritora y traductora 
pública en lengua inglesa.
Singer-songwriter, author and ENG-SPA 
sworn translator.
www.linktr.ee/JimenaArroyo
www.jimenaarroyo.com.ar

http://www.cjteffner.com
http://www.instagram.com/cjteffner
http://www.twitter.com/cjteffner
http://www.facebook.com/cjteffner
http://www.linktr.ee/JimenaArroyo
http://www.jimenaarroyo.com.ar
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When you wake up scared, 
n’ you don’t know where, 

n’ your insides tear at each other, 
n’ you don’t know, 

if you can face the day

So you take one breath, 
n’ you take one step, 

n’ you concentrate on, 
that one reason, why you’re here

So call on me brother, sister, 
best friend from high school, 

or your neighbor down the street, 
cus on this country mile, 

this country road, 
we all gotta tow, so you’re not alone

So you look around, 
n’ acquire the sound, 

of whatever makes you, 
feel like you’re here, 

for something bigger, 
make your mark, 
take your picture 

So call on me brother, sister, 
a college dorm in south bend, 

of fishing in Tennessee, 
cus on this country mile, 

this country road, 
we all gotta tow our load, 

so you’re not alone

When you wake, up, scared 
N’ you don’t, know where

Insides tear, 
n’ you don’t know, don’t 

If you can face the day

You’re not alone 
You’re not alone

Follow this link to listen...

FaceFace The Day The Day

https://neelcole.com/track/2565566/face-the-day
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Neel Cole

Face The Day is inspired by the idea that 
we’re all pulling our own weight together, 
even though we might be apart. We all 

have hard times in our lives, and that’s just it; 
we All have hard times. The music is inspired 
by the styles of Keith Urban & Dierks Bentley.

Meshing the worlds of Rock, Grunge, Blues 
and Country, they created a “unique Texas 
Sound” as one club owner put it. Comprised 
of: Neel Cole on Vocals/Guitar, Kenneth 
Simmons on Bass, and Pedro Duquense on 
Drums, they strive to bend the walls between 
genres while trying to make a difference in 
the world with their words. Began as a simple 
solo venture David Neely (AKA Neel Cole), 
paired together with Kenneth in early 2018 in 
hopes of putting together a group to perform 
some of his musical works. After the addition 

of Pedro on drums, the project became more 
like a liquid than a solid, so they adapted the 
group name “Neel Cole & Southern St”. Since 
2018 they have rounded out their sound, and 
polished up their approach to writing music 
adapting the idea that every song is not only a 
group effort, but a liquid creation as well. 
Sadly, in 2020, Kenneth Simmons decided it 
was time for him to step down from the stage 
onto the next phases of life, for the betterment 
of him and his family. He will be missed 
greatly! A wonderful player by the name of 
Wen Thai Liu has joined their ranks, and they 
are getting ready to attack 2021 and bring 
more Texas Grunge your way! 

www.neelcole.com
www.Facebook.com/neelcolemusic
www.Instagram.com/neelcolesouthernst

http://www.neelcole.com
http://www.Facebook.com/neelcolemusic
http://www.Instagram.com/neelcolesouthernst
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Keep Showing Me A LoveKeep Showing Me A Love
Your name became my favorite word
Your eyes are my favorite sight to see

Your laugh is my favorite song
Your arms are my favorite place to be

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

Can’t get enough of that smile on your face
That smile that makes my heart beat at a faster pace

Stirred my emotions up all over the place
The way you play your guitar next to your fireplace

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

The way you swept me up off the ground
The way you stare as you spin me around

Has me falling hard
Don’t let me hit the ground

If you were an ocean just let me drown

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

People might think that we’re insane
If I were them I’d be thinking the same thing

Cuz just two months ago 
is when I learned your name
But in your own Jayden ways 
you keep pulling me to stay

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

Those little things you do
Remind me all the time

You’re the best thing from God
That’s ever ever been mine

Follow this link to listen ....

http://: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2cPnzGFTkF8&list=OLAK5uy_ndReufHijTDYU7HY1-4_oEAlKKnL78ysg&index=1
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Kayla Earlywine

Your name became my favorite word
Your eyes are my favorite sight to see

Your laugh is my favorite song
Your arms are my favorite place to be

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

Can’t get enough of that smile on your face
That smile that makes my heart beat at a faster pace

Stirred my emotions up all over the place
The way you play your guitar next to your fireplace

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

The way you swept me up off the ground
The way you stare as you spin me around

Has me falling hard
Don’t let me hit the ground

If you were an ocean just let me drown

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

People might think that we’re insane
If I were them I’d be thinking the same thing

Cuz just two months ago 
is when I learned your name
But in your own Jayden ways 
you keep pulling me to stay

You keep showing me a love
That all the girls always dream about

A beautiful kind of love
That erases any fear or doubt

Those little things you do
Remind me all the time

You’re the best thing from God
That’s ever ever been mine

Follow this link to listen ....

This song has just been officially released a week 
ago but was created 2 years ago, in the couple 

months where I had met my husband. Since the first 
day we had met, we have been instantly inseparable. 
We broke all the dating rules but it didn’t matter. 
We poured out our hearts to each other right away, 
showed all our vulnerability without holding back 
and never held back how we felt no matter how 
insane it make have seemed so early on. 2 weeks 
after the say we had met, he told me he was going 
to marry me. If it was anyone but him then I would 
have been running for the hills but my gut already 
knew what he was saying would be true. Less than 4 
months after meeting we ended up getting married. 
I didn’t know someone could match me so well! He 
was everything I wanted and a lot of what I didn’t 
know I needed! He’s brought a new color to live that 
I didn’t know existed. He’s brought a feeling of home 
that I’ve never felt before. There’s this safety, comfort 
and warmth that I experience with him around yet 
there’s still this captivating wonder that keeps on 
growing!

Music has always been sewn into many hobbies 
throughout my life. Since I was little, my love affair 
with music always branched out in different 

categories, from performing in school choirs or 
karaoke bars to expressing emotions into lyrics and 
poems to using the sounds to beats to control my 
body through countless performances in dance 
classes and groups. Later on, I took a basic keyboard 
class in college to carry enough of a background 
sound while I sing a tune and collaborated with a 
couple bands. The last couple years, I gave music 
more attention when God put it on my heart to share 
my conversations, encounters and freedom from 
Him to others and used creating songs to express 
how I care for loved ones on special occasions for 
them. One benefit of the quarantining that started in 
2019 was that it allowed me to create time to finally 
release on all major music platforms the music that 
I’ve carried with me for so long!

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/KaylaEarly-
wineMusic/

Link to all the major music platforms that give access 
to “Keep Showing Me a Love”:
https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/kaylaearlywine/
keep-showing-me-a-love

http://: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2cPnzGFTkF8&list=OLAK5uy_ndReufHijTDYU7HY1-4_oEAlKKnL78ysg&index=1
https://www.facebook.com/KaylaEarlywineMusic/ 
https://www.facebook.com/KaylaEarlywineMusic/ 
https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/kaylaearlywine/keep-showing-me-a-love
https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/kaylaearlywine/keep-showing-me-a-love
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Any 
Other 
World

In any other world this would be a perfect day
Birds are in the sky, summer sun is here to stay

But only birds are free to spread their wings and fly away
To any other world where this would be a perfect day

Covered by a cloud we cannot see
I feel it weighing down all over me

There will come a time when all of this will end
We can be together, we can live our lives again

We’ll break these chains 
and climb these prison walls 

and find our way
To any other world where this would be a perfect day

Follow this link to listen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jywq0eRCpEw&feature=youtu.be
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Tommy Keyes

My name is Tommy Keyes and this is my latest 
single Any Other World.

It was released in January and made no 1 in the 
iTunes Singer Songwriter Chart in Ireland.  It has 
been playlisted by BBC for Northern Ireland and 
has featured extensively on national and local 
radio in Ireland.  It’s also picking up plays in 
Britain, Canada, USA and Australia.

The first lockdown last Spring coincided with the 
most glorious weather in Ireland.  Every morning 
I’d sit in the garden, enjoying the warmth of the 
sun.  The birds were at their most active and they’d 
ignore my presence as they flitted through the 
shrubs, bringing snacks to nestlings and filling the 
air with song.  I contrasted their freedom with our 
confinement and the idea for a song emerged.

At the time I was keeping myself busy by putting 
out a solo performance of one original song on 
Facebook every day, and the new song got its first 
airing that way. It got a good response and even 
led to an invitation to perform it on a TV show.  
But, having done that, I parked it.   The basic 
tracks for my Ageing With Attitude album had 
already been recorded and I was waiting for the 
easing of restrictions so we could get back into 
studio and finish the album.  There was no room 

to work on a new track and I didn’t for a minute 
think that nine months later the song would still 
be as relevant as it was then.

Back in December, as the restrictions tightened 
once again, I decided that the song just had to be 
released.  It’s a song of hope, and hope is what we 
need more than anything at the moment.

Tommy Keyes was the keyboard player for 
Sidewinder, a mainstay of the Dublin rock scene 
in the late 1970s, and wrote many of their most 
popular songs.   Nearly 40 years later, after a career 
outside music that left no time for gigging, he 
returned with a repertoire of great songs that defy 
categorisation.  Rock?  Pop? Blues?  “It’s 1970s 
singer-songwriter music”, he says, “because that’s 
what I am.”  Recorded with some of Ireland’s 
greatest session musicians, his albums are very 
different from anything else that’s being released 
these days, but have attracted plaudits from critics 
at home and abroad,  Chart success came his way 
when his single Christmas Eve in Dublin climbed 
to No 1 in the Irish iTunes singer-songwriter chart 
in November 2017.  His second No 1 arrived with 
Walk Away in September 2020 and he achieved 
top spot for a third time with Any Other World in 
January 2021.

Here is a link to the Facebook 
video of the song which has been 
watched over 50,000 times:

https://www.facebook.com/
tommykeyesmusic/vide-
os/132168785411996

Website: www.tommykeyes.com

https://www.facebook.com/tommykeyesmusic/videos/132168785411996
https://www.facebook.com/tommykeyesmusic/videos/132168785411996
https://www.facebook.com/tommykeyesmusic/videos/132168785411996
http://www.tommykeyes.com
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Talking 
Up A
Storm

A set of wind chimes hangs 
in the sun light,

catching the morning breeze 
With an engraving, in loving 

memory dated 2018
It’s a bright sunny day and not a 

single cloud has formed
But that won’t stop my mamma...

from talking up a storm

Every day mamma stops by,
the back porchto say hello

She still takes time, just as in life, 
to tell me things I need to know
And gives me guidance through 

the wind long after she’s gone
Because nothing stops mamma...

from talking up a storm

When the chimes start a ringing
 and singing out loud

They remind me of better days...
when she was around

No matter the weather her love 
still keeps me warm‘

Cause nothing stops mamma...
from talking up a storm

A set of wind chimes hang in the 
moon light and catches a 

fearsome wind

With the rain blowing sideways,
I take shelter from the storm 

once again
I hear a voice of comfort from 

beyond,coming through the door
No nothing stops mamma...

from talking up a storm

That set of wind chimesis still 
hanging there,after the storm 

blows by
A little tattered and tangled but 
not broken,evenafter last night
As I straighten the strings and 

walk away it doesn’t take longBe-
fore I hear my mamma...starttalk-

ing up a storm......

When the chimes start a ringing 
and singing out loud

They remind me of better days... 
when she was around

No matter the weather her love 
still keeps me warm

‘Cause nothing stops mamma... 
from talking up a storm

Follow this link to listen...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1qI1vEc2jI&feature=youtu.be
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Lyle Manning

In 2018,my mother in law passed away. My wife’s 
friend gave her a set of wind chimes as a gift of 

remembrance. We would joke to each other when 
they would sound off in the wind. Saying mom was 
saying hello.  I was in my work shop when they 
sounded off one afternoon and the opening line 
to the song popped into my head.  I was busy, so I 
jotted down the line and cameback to it later.  As 
I began writing the song, I realized the power of 
the message that was forming and how good this 
song could be.  I didn’t tell my wife about the song, 
I knew she would want to hear it. I didn’t want to 
share it until I was sure it was done.

  

I finished the song and planned to surprise her with 
it on Valentine’s Day. The morning of, my wife 
received a call, informing her of a death in the 
family.  She planned to leave for Ohio the next 
morning,so I didn’t feel the timingwas right.
However, I did tell her about the song. The f
ollowing morning she asked about the song and if 
I had a recording of it. I said, yes, why?  She said, 
I’m heading to visit my mother’s grave and I want to 
play it for her. So, she heard it for the first time,with 
her mom at the grave site. Sometimes the story 
behind the song is better than the song itself.Lyle 
Manring

Biography:In 1999, I moved to Georgia and began 
working with my father. I didn’t have the patience 
for fishing, so golf and music was way to connect 
with my father. In early 2002 I started playing 
guitar.Art and the need to create havealways been a 
driving force in my life. I guess the natural 
progression for me musically, was to write my own 
songs. Through my father, I had a heavy dose of 
country music as my influence. That followed me 
to adulthood and was only reinforced as we played 
music together. I have always been drawn to the 
storytellers. These influences would ultimately help 
form my writing style. I like a song that creates a 
mental picture. To me lyrics are first priority in a 
song. I won’t sacrifice a verse to fit a song within a 
time parameter. I’ve gone as far as re-writing 
portions of a song ten years later because something 
didn’t sit right with me. I’m not saying my lyrics are 
perfect or better than anyone else’s. I’m saying I first 
have to like it. Hopefully others do too.

Links
https://youtu.be/R1qI1vEc2jI
https://open.spotify.comtrack/52w3OKkW6VR3vS-
tae5lmkQ?si=o6LrU9HKQL-JcQPAkl3wDw
https://soundcloud.com/lyle-manring/talking-up-a-
storm-master-mix

https://youtu.be/R1qI1vEc2jI
https://open.spotify.comtrack/52w3OKkW6VR3vStae5lmkQ?si=o6LrU9HKQL-JcQPAkl3wDw
https://open.spotify.comtrack/52w3OKkW6VR3vStae5lmkQ?si=o6LrU9HKQL-JcQPAkl3wDw
https://soundcloud.com/lyle-manring/talking-up-a-storm-master-mix 
https://soundcloud.com/lyle-manring/talking-up-a-storm-master-mix 
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VERSE 1:
I SAW YOU LOOKING IN THE WINDOW

YOU LOOKED LIKE SOMETHING FROM A DREAM
WERE YOU REAL OR JUST A VISION

SOME THINGS AREN’T WHAT THEY SEEM
I SAT AT A TABLE BY THE CORNER

A CUP OF COFFEE, NO SUGAR, BLACK
I HOPED I’D GET YOUR ATTENTION

NOT KNOWING IF YOU’D COME BACK

CHORUS
IT WAS ALL ABOUT THE LITTLE PRETTY THING

THE LITTLE, PRETTY THING
IT WAS ALL ABOUT THE LITTLE PRETTY THING

THE PRETTY, LITTLE THING

VERSE 2:
I SAW YOU LOOKING IN THE WINDOW

AS LEAVES DANCED AROUND YOUR FEET
THE WIND WAS BLOWING THEN THE RAIN FELL

I HOPED THAT YOU’D NOTICE ME
I MOVED CLOSER TO THE DOORWAY

I KNEW I WANTED YOU MORE
YOU LOOKED UP AND I WAVED TO YOU

AND THEN YOU CAME IN THROUGH THE DOOR

CHORUS:
IT WAS ALL ABOUT THE LITTLE PRETTY THING

THE LITTLE, PRETTY THING
IT WAS ALL ABOUT THE LITTLE PRETTY THING

THE PRETTY, LITTLE THING

VERSE 3:
I SAW YOU LOOKING IN THE WINDOW

YOU LOOKED LIKE SOMETHING FROM A DREAM
YOU WERE QUITE REAL AND NOT A VISION

LITTLE PRETTY, PRETTY LITTLE THING

Follow this link to listen

LITTLELITTLE
PRETTYPRETTY
THINGTHING

https://www.reverbnation.com/keithshaw1/song/32130890-little-pretty-thing-keithshaw
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Keith Shaw

The inspiration for the song “Little Pretty Thing” 
was my wife! I wrote this about the day we 

met many years ago. Of course, I added a few                
embellishments, but the song lyrics capture the     
moment like a photograph!

KeithShaw is a singer / songwriter, multi-
instrumentalist, and producer from Mount Laurel, 
NJ, USA. He is a 2020 International Singer-Songwrit-
er Association (ISSA) Award finalist for Male Rising 
Star, Single of the Year for “Until The Rain Comes”, 
Songwriter of the Year, and Emerging Artist of the 
Year. Keith also is a 2-time finalist for “Best Rock 
Song” in the World Songwriting Awards (WSA). 
Keith writes all music and lyrics for his songs, and 
plays guitars, bass, keyboards, percussion on all 

tracks, as well as producing, mixing and mastering. 
He also does his own art production.

His brand new album “Haunted” featuring the title 
track and 5 additional songs was released on 25 
September 2020. “Haunted” is available now on CD 
Baby, Spotify, Amazon Music and more.

Single releases include: “Until The Rain Comes” , 
“There’s A Tie That Binds Us”, “I’m Going Home”, 
“Cherry Red”, “(It’s A) Race To The Bottom”, 
“L.M.A.O.”, and “17” which are getting solid airplay 
around the world. In fact, all 7 have hit both Top 10 
and Top 20 charts.

https://www.facebook.com/KeithShawMusicSinger

https://www.facebook.com/KeithShawMusicSinger
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F   C   F    C
(F) A majestic oak of (C) 200 years
(F) Stands by an (C) emerging pine
(F) Through underground (C) connections
(Dm) The oak delivers (F) warnings of the (G) time

(G) Trees (C) talking
(G) Is anyone (C) listening?
(G) Planet  earth is trembling
(E) Time to act is (Am) dwindling

(F) Beware, my friend 
(C) wildfires spread
(F) As fossil fuels (C) choke the air
(F) Another decade (C) and you’ll be dead

(Dm) Voices are (F) extinguished 
of those who (G) care

(chorus)
(F) Fear not says young pine (C) hopefully
(F) We must give (C) ourselves a way
(F) I don’t need the lawmakers (C) to notice me
(Dm) Youth like Greta (F) will define (G) our day

(chorus)
(instrumental)

(F) Walk through the forests, (C) listen to the trees
(F) They have so much to (C) say to you
(F) Destructive agents (C) feel the breeze
(Dm) Harmony with the (F) land is (G) overdue

(G) Trees (C) talking
(G) Take time to (C) listen
(G) State of the earth (C) in our hands
(E) It’s all up to (Am) you
(E) It’s all up to (Am) you
(E) It’s all up to (Am) you
(G) Trees (C) talking.

Follow this link to listen...

F   C   F    C
(F) A majestic oak of (C) 200 years
(F) Stands by an (C) emerging pine
(F) Through underground (C) connections
(Dm) The oak delivers (F) warnings of the (G) time

(G) Trees (C) talking
(G) Is anyone (C) listening?
(G) Planet  earth is trembling
(E) Time to act is (Am) dwindling

(F) Beware, my friend 
(C) wildfires spread
(F) As fossil fuels (C) choke the air
(F) Another decade (C) and you’ll be dead

(Dm) Voices are (F) extinguished 
of those who (G) care

(chorus)
(F) Fear not says young pine (C) hopefully
(F) We must give (C) ourselves a way
(F) I don’t need the lawmakers (C) to notice me
(Dm) Youth like Greta (F) will define (G) our day

(chorus)
(instrumental)

(F) Walk through the forests, (C) listen to the trees
(F) They have so much to (C) say to you
(F) Destructive agents (C) feel the breeze
(Dm) Harmony with the (F) land is (G) overdue

(G) Trees (C) talking
(G) Take time to (C) listen
(G) State of the earth (C) in our hands
(E) It’s all up to (Am) you
(E) It’s all up to (Am) you
(E) It’s all up to (Am) you
(G) Trees (C) talking.

Follow this link to listen...

TREESTREES
TALKINGTALKING

https://soundcloud.com/david-flack-10/treestalkingoctober-2018
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David Flack

The song was inspired by a facebook         
posting that I read about how trees                  

communicate with each other through their 
roots.  So I  imagined a conversation between an 
old oak tree and a young pine, given the current 
state of the environment.  

David Flack began performing at open mic’s 
around 2007.  A few years later he was writing 
his own songs and formed a band “David Flack 

& the Paradigm Shifters” with Frances Locs on 
flute or saxophone and Raphael Keelan on vocal 
harmonies.  The band released a debut CD in 
2016, “Not Your Typical Average”, an EP 
“Cranberries In Song” in 2018, and a single, 
“Edith Cavell” in 2019.  In 2022 they hope to 
release a new album which will include the song 
“Trees Talking”.

https://thenewparadigmshifters.bandcamp.com/

https://thenewparadigmshifters.bandcamp.com/
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He’s been on his way since he was seven
His Mama didn’t like it

He craved the smell of hay and leather
And the sound of the gate when you strike it

Se Josiah John is my kid brother
My Mothers other son

And he called me one day, out of the blue
Said his dream had him ready to run

Anyway, he left home, and slept in his truck
He ate what he could find

To save up enough for the next go round
Just to feel that bull unwind

He was gored real bad at Sandstone
And it took him a year to heal

But he wouldn’t quit riding those rank ol 
bulls

And those dusty old gates of steeel

Life is like a big mean bull
But don’t you let him scare you

Time’s too short to sit on the bench
Waitin’ for them to hear you

You can’t predict no bull
And you can’t predict this world

So just jump on
And you HOLD ON

And give this bull a whirl

Wave your hand and man that sand
Is flyin’ all around you

Ramrod spine and stars that shine
That bull is rank and you’re in the tank

Keep your heels down - stay out of the well
Come up for air, now watch out there!

He’s going to give er welllll.....

He’ll twist and buck and man your truck
Is gonna feel good tonight, it’s

Boots and sky, he’ll hang you high
And that’s your tongue - don’t bite it

You might get thrown, you might get owned
You may just hit the gate

But no matter what they call you
No matter how often you fall you

Dust off your chaps and pick up your hat
And try again for eight

He’s done some time, and paid some fines
And had some real bad women

He made mistakes and learned from them
But Man, he says, I’m livin’!!

And now he’s joined the PBR
Tho he hasn’t made the finals yet

But I’m proud of him for goin’ all in
And always givin’ his best

Now some of you never Cowboyed up
And maybe some of you did

And maybe you rode eight seconds
And maybe you’ve been doin’ it since you 

were a kid

But I learned this from Josiah
That when the lights and crowd are gone

You find out what you really love
If you still wanna climb back on!

Follow this link to listen...

8 SECONDS

https://youtu.be/43-5xof0bWw
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The Band Wanted
My brother, Josiah John, was adopted into our 
family in Minnesota, US, from Belize, when he was 
three months old and I was 15. Our family went on 
to create a traveling band, touring  the US until I was 
27 and he was 12. There were seven of us kids in the 
band, but none of us realized that my little brother, 
who was a terrific singer and dancer, had secretly 
wanted to be a bull rider since he was seven years 
old- when he saw a PBR event on television. 

In the years after the Band broke up, my brother 
suffered abuse and neglect at the hands of my 
mother, and fell into trouble with the law as well. His 
love of riding bulls and living the rodeo life pulled 
him through some very bad times. 

 Years on, now in my forties, I reconnected with him 
and have been infinitely inspired by his commitment 
to his dream, in the face of intense resistance. 

On a Facebook post, recently, Josiah wrote  about 
how life is like a big, mean bull, and how we can 
handle them both the same. 

His words inspired a song that I had been wanting 
to write for years now, about his life. He phoned into 
the studio on our tour bus (we are in Arizona, and 
he is back in Minnesota) to record his part, which 
starts the song off in his own words from Facebook. 

Both Josiah and the Band Wanted intend to inspire 
other people to be the best version of themselves. 
When he is through riding bulls, we hope he will 
join us in the Band. Cheers! 

We’re The Band Wanted, husband-and-wife 
country duo Joshua and Candy Carpenter. Since 
before banding together in music in 2016, we’ve 
always been passionate about sharing inspiration 
and lessons learned through harmony and 
togetherness. In fact, we choose to sing everything 
from Original Country Music and current hits to 
gospel and piano solos because we love re-telling 
stories in all forms. Above all else, it’s our mission to 
inspire our audience to be their very best selves in all 
that they do, both on and off the stage. We travel the 
US full-time reaching approximately 20 states each 
year, sharing our mission through music in about 
250 shows a year (excluding this past year). This past 
fall we won Best Country Duo for our song 
“You Are My Kind Of Crazy”

Website: https://www.bandwanted.us
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thebandwant-
ed
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/candythe-
bandwanted
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/thebandwant-
ed

https://www.bandwanted.us
https://www.facebook.com/thebandwanted 
https://www.facebook.com/thebandwanted 
https://www.instagram.com/candythebandwanted
https://www.instagram.com/candythebandwanted
https://www.youtube.com/c/thebandwanted
https://www.youtube.com/c/thebandwanted
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Before the sun goes down
Reveal the unannounced

I guess the guessing games we played
Were never meant to be played

Standing next to you
The Siren screams so loud

The stars begins to glare upon the two of us 

And torches fling above into those eyes
Why am I the only one surprised?

Coz you’re out of sight

I stared at you, you never looked back
I froze the time but you didn’t realize
Let’s stop pretend, that this isnothing
I’ll chase you until those bitter lights

Will fade into the night

You said your piece to meI
 didn’t catch it all

Coz all I heard were empty words
And it never came through

Standing next to you
The siren seems so loud 

Now I’ve heard the truth from you
And you never came through

After all the paintings in the sky
City lights have turned to black and white

And I’m out of sight

I stared at you
You never looked back

These city lights
Have turned to black and white

I stared at you, you never looked back
I froze the time and you didn’t realize
Let’s stop pretend, that this is nothing

That this is something

Follow this link to listen....

B
i
t
t
e
r

L
i
g
h
t
s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQGa3awqR3Q
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Radioherb

Radioherb is an experimental pop punk band from the 
Philippines and was formed since 2011. The bands’ 

sound is a fusion of different genre from each member 
making each song unique and desirable to hear. Their 
songs transcends to a lot of stories from love, heart aches, 
unity, and self-change. Their distinctive sound and  song 
writing style will definitely keep you to have the LSS

After a year of covering songs from their favorite artists 
they decided to write originals of their own making an EP 
of 5 songs. The band came into hiatus from 2014 to 2016 
because personal reasons. In 2017, Jan Lobo on guitars and 
Terry Reyes on vocals decided to reignite the group the 
came back with James Venus as bassist and Cyryl Nuguid 
as drummer.

In 2019, James flew to New York and was replaced by 
Paeng Sabado. Radioherb needed to further capture 
melodic sound so they recruited Bong Salipong as lead 
guitarist. In July 2020, the band finally released their first 
single titled BUHAWI (Tornado) on Spotify and other 
digital music platforms making the song a hit on the
independent scene.

The song Buhawi, tornado in English, colloquially 
describes obnoxious people in Filipino. Inspired by today’s 
society of judging, pretentious, and self-centered people, 
this song forwardly warns us to be cautious of such 
characters. Written in the Filipino language, BUHAWI will 
definitly turn ears because of its unique interpretationto 
the Filipino listeners and bringing back the old 90s OPM 
rock vibe. In Sept 2020, in the mids of the pandemic, the 
band produced their own live session performance 
under 99 Music Room Productions featuring thier songs 
Under the Influence, Bend, Buhawi, and their next single 

to release BITTER LIGHTS. The live performaces can be 
viewed via their YouTube channel.In January 2021, the 
band released their 2nd single entitled BITTER LIGHTS 
under 99 Music Room Prod. This time the band shows a 
shift from their usual style of alternative rock toa pop punk 
vibe. From the song writing until the final mastering, the 
song evolved into something that the whole band can be 
proud of. From its pop punk sound, the band hopes to turn 
ears from the international indie scene. Bitter Lights is a 
heart break song about a couple that only lasted for a short 
time. When the girl realized that its time to cut the ties, she 
reveal her decision to the boy on a New years eve breaking 
his heart. Currently, the band is focused on writing new 
songs and targets to release an EP of 5 songs this year and 
also taking part on some radio interviews and live online

Band Members 

CYRYLL NUGUID - DRUMMER
RAFAEL SABADO - BASSIST

BONG SALIPONG - GUITARIST
JAN LOBO - GUITARIST

TERRY REYES - VOCALIST

Please subscribe on our Official pages below
FACEBOOK PAGE : https://www.facebook.com/Radioher-
bph/
TWITTER: https://twitter.com/herb_radio
INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/radio_herb_
music
Soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/radioherbmusic
YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCW2-q6R7YQPH77fC7ISUIJQ/featured?view_as=sub-
scriber
www.radioherbmusicph.simplesite.com
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https://www.facebook.com/Radioherbph/ 
https://www.facebook.com/Radioherbph/ 
https://twitter.com/herb_radio
https://www.instagram.com/radio_herb_music 
https://www.instagram.com/radio_herb_music 
https://soundcloud.com/radioherbmusic
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW2-q6R7YQPH77fC7ISUIJQ/featured?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW2-q6R7YQPH77fC7ISUIJQ/featured?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW2-q6R7YQPH77fC7ISUIJQ/featured?view_as=subscriber
http://www.radioherbmusicph.simplesite.com
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I will make you proud
Someday will be right now

I didn’t give up on me through 
all these years

I took some roads that got me lost
And I have paid the cost

For standing here
 

Chorus:
Don’t lose faith in me

I know at times it’s hard to see
Don’t lose faith in me

I know in time you will believe
 

I know that it’s been hard
A good hand with a losing card

I know all of me reflects back on to you

I’ve changed the way I play the game
I am no longer the same

There’s a shining light in me 
that’s comin through

 
(Repeat chorus)

 
Bridge:

You have watched me fall Now see me rise
A new beginning

I’m trying on for size
 

(Repeat chorus)

Follow this link to listen...

Don’t Lose FaithDon’t Lose Faith

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG63qyz_fOA&feature=youtu.be
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Lisa Vivian

I’m an emerging artist in Australia and this is my 
very first live stream I have done on Facebook. I 

entered and got placed in top finalist in the World 
Songwriting Awards.

With lived experience of mental health and the way 
Covid-19 is affecting the world and peoples mental 
health, I’m trying to bring it to the forefront of the 
public.. it’s not something to be scared of.

I’ve written a song about my journey and recording a 
debut album currently also.

On Facebook link is a biography of what I’m doing 
with my music. And links with iTunes Spotify 
Amazon Music and other platforms. 

I’m a full writer member with APRA/AMCOS and 
a screen shot below of my registration of Don’t lose 
faith in me

I’ve also included a really important tattoo I got that 
has the semi colon mental heal symbol rooted in the 
tree of life. Odins ravens to teach me language and a 
compass with Norse runes spelling out. Not all who 
wander are lost. The rune for music is in the centre 
of my compass. The say the wearer of the compass 
doesn’t lose their way in life. I had this put wear I 
used to self harm. I am reminded to stay in the 
moment with the words “ just breathe “
https://www.facebook.com/lisa.vivian.98/vide-
os/10157213154791607/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/73012754792154
2/?ref=share

https://www.facebook.com/lisa.vivian.98/videos/10157213154791607/
https://www.facebook.com/lisa.vivian.98/videos/10157213154791607/
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Just wait until the morning 
wakes you

And late in the afternoon
Can you see the pain on your face?

And the expression in my eyes
Cause I’m seeing the dark side
I’m seeing the dark side of you

Just wait until the sunlight hits you
And late in the afternoon

Can you see the lines on your face?
And the expression in my eyes
Cause I’m seeing the dark side
I’m seeing the dark side of you

I I I I I I don’t want to see you 
like this anymore

Don’t want to see you 
like this anymore

Just wait until the morning 
leaves you so hungover

Just wait

Follow this link to listen

HANGOVERHANGOVER

https://youtu.be/dVQ59-op18w
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Christinestwin

Inspiration for HangoverThe song 

“Hangover” was inspired by a loved one at the time 
struggling with an alcohol addiction. As I stood in 
the doorway and watched him lean closer towards 
the bathroom mirror on the wall, tracing his 
fingers along the lines and pain revealed on his 
face, I was later unexpectedly surprised by my own 
emotions surfacing as his addiction took over both 
of us only in different ways. My emotions took over 
creatively and inspired me to write the song 
Hangover.

The distortion and dissonance in the band version of 
“Hangover” reveals the raw emotions that 
inspired the song. The solo acoustic version has
additional lyrics that occurred spontaneously during 
a recording session. BIOof music career to date:
Haston Woodlen: Drummer, Keyboard, Singer/
SongwriterCristine Falbaux singer/songwriter/
guitarASCAPMember Publishing Company “ 2 
Minutes in N.Y” New Band Information: Band name 
now under Emperors & saints Solo Acoustic remains 
under Cristinestwin Music style of Raw dirty bright 
and dark sided Originals with rage and a melodic 
punk edge.

According to Music Connection Magazine club 
reviews, Cristine has claimed her own little piece of 
the music market. Cristine is not your typical folk 
singer – obviously, there’s an avant-garde edge to 
her music. Her songs are a blend of vulnerability 
and rage. Cristine was in her early high school years, 
when she taught herself a few chords on acoustic 
guitar, inspired by artists such as John Denver, Joni 
Mitchell, Joan Biaz, Bob Dylan Neil Young, Susan 
Vega, she jumped into writing her own songs. 

Based on her astrological sign Gemini, Cristine 
created her solo acoustics under cristinestwin. She 
left her New Jersey hometown, drove across country 
to Los Angeles, hit the pavements of the music scene 
playing at coffee houses, bars, and clubs. Before 
social media, Cristine was on the street corners 
along with other bands passing out and stapling 
flyers to poles to promote shows such as at 
Hollywood’s famous Roxy theater. After graduating 
in 1995 from Musicians Institute in Hollywood 
California, she made her way to the music scene 
happening in Europe. Cristine is currently 
promoting her new self-released album and live 
virtual performance. 

Twitter:Https://twitter.com/cristinestwin
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/cristinestwin/
Video: https://youtu.be/dVQ59-op18w
Reverbnation:Emperors & Saints | ReverbNation-
Soundcloud:https://soundcloud.com/emperor-
sandsaints/hangover-solo-acoustic-version2Al-
bum:https://cristinestwin.hearnow.com

Https://twitter.com/cristinestwin
https://www.facebook.com/cristinestwin/
https://youtu.be/dVQ59-op18w
http://Emperors & Saints | ReverbNation
https://soundcloud.com/emperorsandsaints/hangover-solo-acoustic-version2Album:https://cristinestwin.
https://soundcloud.com/emperorsandsaints/hangover-solo-acoustic-version2Album:https://cristinestwin.
https://soundcloud.com/emperorsandsaints/hangover-solo-acoustic-version2Album:https://cristinestwin.
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Without YouWithout You
You lived a great life

But you were taken away a little soon
How are we supposed to live

When you’re not around anymore
Our lives have changed forever
We have to take on new things
But you’re forever in our hearts

Now that you’re gone
I’m still trying to get through

Without you, without you

You appeared in my dream
Told me to look after everyone

You said you’re still here
Even though I can’t see you

You’re here in spirit
What’s your secret

You’re trying to tell us it’s ok

Now that you’re gone
I’m still trying to get through

Without you, without you
Now that you’re gone

I don’t know what to do
Without you, without you

You’re in a better place
Free from pain

I know you’ll give me strength
Help me find a way

Now that you’re gone
I’m still trying to get through

Without you, without you
Now that you’re gone

I don’t know what to do
Without you, without you

Without you...

Follow this link to listen...

https://soundcloud.com/rachel-greene-music/without-you?ref=clipboard&p=i&c=1
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Rachel Greene

Rachel Greene is releasing her debut 
single on Friday 5th March called 

Without You. The song was written by 
Keith McLoughlin and Gillian Tuite and 
recorded at Beardfire Music Production 
Studio & Label. 

The song is about losing a loved one and 
dealing with life after they are gone. Keith 
McLoughlin had written lyrics and 
recorded a melody on his phone and 
teamed up with singer/songwriter Gillian 
Tuite to add her songwriting skills to the 
track.  

Keith then got in touch with Rachel 
Greene from Clondalkin, Dublin to come 

on board to sing and perform on the song. 
Rachel is currently studying music at 
Maynooth University. In the past she has 
performed in many venues 
including The Grand Social, The 
International Bar, played at Clondalkin 
Festival, Busker Fleadh, YouBloom, and 
won Teenstars back in 2016. 

Rachel’s influences include Alanis 
Morissette, Ed Sheeran, Gabrielle Aplin, 
Glen Hansard, Joni Mitchell and 
Passenger. 
www.facebook.com/RachelGreenesMusic 
www.twitter.com/rachelgreene017 
www.instagram.com/rachel_greene_mu-
sic/

http://www.facebook.com/RachelGreenesMusic 
http://www.twitter.com/rachelgreene017
http://www.instagram.com/rachel_greene_music/
http://www.instagram.com/rachel_greene_music/
https://soundcloud.com/rachel-greene-music/without-you?ref=clipboard&p=i&c=1
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*The Best AlbumI’ve heard in a long while, since Jeff 
Silverman’s & Debra Lyn’s 2019 BLUE SUN RISES. Here it 
is... Andrea Miller’s just released TIME TO STAY. CD-get 
link below.

My last-Sunday-day-of-listening-THUNK-UP to this, 
TIME TO STAY,while writing ALL-DAY & 
listening to this over-&-over, 9-5, became this accolade. 
Scroll thru & SEE-THEN-LISTEN. 

“HI-NOTES!”

From its opening number Danceto its closing number 
RiverRoad, Andrea Miller’s new album TIME TO STAY-
with The San Gabriel Sevenis a journey of pleasure. Of the 
jazz-vibe-variety that transcends pure jazz and becomes 
popular, easy on the ears when it wants to be, gut wrench-
ing at times, and always prolific in sounds & rhythm that 
gets you... to the heart of the song.  

Andrea’s *lyric writing skill is evident over & over, time 
& time again... Song-to-Song, taking you on this journey. 
Her vocal skills are supreme. Her innate talent, for sure, as 
mastery now. 

When I hear her, I marvel at her musicality... her writing, 
scribing all but Love Is a Painful Thing... her singing, the 

subtle nuances, skill-trills-&-thrills, and delectable-
auditory-delights in excursions of the vocalist’s variety. 
This vocalist.In a nut-shell... 

Some bits about the songs...MY FAVS are Give Me Time 
and Take Time. Guess I have a thing about time. No, these 
two songs are my FAVS. They grab me. The lyrics get me. 
They touch me. Personally. Me. 

When the Lights Go Down is a MEGA HIT, I think. The 
instrumentation and performance by The San 
Gabriel Seven... the players, is top-drawer-stellar. 
Throughout. Musicianship of the highest order. 

*“5-Hi-NOTES!” to all. The arrangements perfect. For the 
song. Each song. For Andrea. To shine! Which she does, 
in the sparkle of light from her talent’s rainbows. Pure 
talent skill-ified, to coin a word. So important to getting 
from innate-arrival tothe mountaintop in anything. I 
think Andrea has a wonderful, vista-making-view where 
she is with this album. And for sure... credit to The San 
Gabriel Sevenf or their playing & performance pedigrees, 
making this album the joy it is. 

“FRANK’S FAVS!”
~ ANDREA MILLER’s NEW ALBUM ~

 “TIME TO STAY”
*****Frank Westcott

www.FrankWestcottPoet.com
*****

http://www.FrankWestcottPoet.com 
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Frank Westcott
Their instrumentals are fun, so engaging, enlightening & 
enhancing the songs, instead of showing off at the song’s 
expense. They play for the integrity of the song itself. Mu-
sicians-of-heart for sure, making the song paramount, not 
the skill-talent of individual players. So important for the 
overall integrity of an album. Andrea too, embodies this. 
Maybe that is why I like it so much. 

The album. The music... yes... music made heart
supreme, is talent-supreme, is skill-supreme. I love it... un-
abashedly. Effusive as that may be. But heck,that is what 
I am... unabashed... in the moment-in-destiny-in-now... 
FREE like the sentiments I love in Take Time... Give it a 
listen & see... See ya next time... From my ears to yours...  
Frank!      

“THE HI!-NOTES!” GO TO! Exceptionals to me in this 
album TIMETO STAY~ The San Gabriel 
Seven featuring AndreaMiller[Subjective
Subjectivity. Mine of Course.] 

LINKS TO ANDREA MILLER: 
www.andreamillersings.com 
www.youtube.com/channel/UCRWU3rEJqm-QlFM-
20jmPNhA 
www.reverbnation.com/andrealeemiller 
www.facebook.com/AndreaMillerSings 

LINK TO SAN GABRIEL SEVEN:  
http://www.sgsjazz.com/ 

LINK TO DEBRA LYN (mentioned in opening): 
www.debralyn.com 

LINK TO JEFF SILVERMAN (mentioned in opening): 
www.palettemusic.com/about-jeff-silverman 

LINKS TO ME, FRANK WESTCOTT: 
www.FrankWestcottPoet.com 
www.youtube.com/channel/UC4_XDUNt7DVv0w7gZ8h-
kQlA 
www.facebook.com/frank.westcott.9

http://www.andreamillersings.com
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRWU3rEJqm-QlFM20jmPNhA 
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRWU3rEJqm-QlFM20jmPNhA 
http://www.reverbnation.com/andrealeemiller 
http://www.facebook.com/AndreaMillerSings
http://www.sgsjazz.com/  
http://www.sgsjazz.com/  
http://www.debralyn.com
http://www.palettemusic.com/about-jeff-silverman 
http://www.FrankWestcottPoet.com 
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4_XDUNt7DVv0w7gZ8hkQlA
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4_XDUNt7DVv0w7gZ8hkQlA
http://www.facebook.com/frank.westcott.9
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https://musicforworldpeacerecords.com/track/2527233/butterfly?fbclid=IwAR2Jlwxty4NL2ZgxuFwCYkTkSlBLjRsWfSHR7pFzogH_RMu-6AuEe4EvB4A


LyricSlinger.com
Where Lyrics Linger

Simon Wright’s website contains advice on lyric writing, 
and showcases his lyrics & songs created from them.

The site includes a Promoted Artists page which offers 
writers, musicians, and bands with an opportunity for 

free promotion. 
Check it out, and if you’d like to be 

featured then get in touch.

www.LyricSlinger.com

LyricSlinger - be entertained, learn stuff, and participate.

http://www.LyricSlinger.com


http://jane@writeawaymag.co.uk
http://jane@writeawaymag.co.uk


Trevor Dimoff
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